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If Success Can Be Measured.:

By The Associated Press
Record floods in parts of Kentucky
caut-ed damages in the millions,
resulted in two deaths and evacuation
of several thousand persons during the

ER
AT

weekend. The possibility of new
flooding in other areas today widened.
Officials have yet to come up with
positive damage figures though
assessments will be made today in
seeking relief for the flood-stricken
areas.
The Kentucky River began falling
during the night in the capital city,
Frankfort, after cresting at about 17%
over flood stage, a foot more than the
1937 flood. High water forced the
evacuation of more than 1,000 of the
A Calloway County freshman
city's 23,000 residents while water
enrolled at at Murray State University
supplies and most communications
will be on his way to Miami, Fla., to
were cut off.
compete in national Farm Bureau
- State government was slowed to a
discussion finals after winning the state
virtual standstill and an emergency
..title in Louisville last weekend.
declared by Gov. Julian Carroll on
' John Brinkey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Saturday included postponement of
John Brinkley of Hazel, captured the
today's scheduled start of a special
state Farm Bureau discussion meet
legislative session until Wednesday.
title last weekend during the Farm
In eastern Kentucky, Paintsville's
;Bureau state convention. Competing
10,000 residents were allowed to return
:against nine other speakers from
to their homes Sunday after cracksIn a
•throughout Kentucky, Brinkley talked
temporary 84-foot-high Army Corps of
about "Who Should Own the Land."
Engineers dam prompted officials to
Brinkley will be vying for national
order an evacuation on Saturday.
Farm Bureau honors Jan. 14 and will be
But in neighboring Magoffin Canty,
facing competition from all 50 states, a
the Licking River spilled over its banks
Farm Bureau spokesman said today.
and deposited more than seven feet of
Discussion topics planned for the
water in downtown Salyersville over
national meet are: The Farm Bureau's
the weekend.
Role in Energy Research; Domestic
"Just about every business in town
and Foreign Processing, Marketing
got hit, and a lot of homes in the county
and Transportation of Agriculture
* did, too," said
Judge-Execittive
Products; Policy Davelopineist-obFaiewCliTr`waf- Montgomery. Water ancl
Bureau — How to Make it Wdrk; and
sewer services were partly knocked out
the topic he talked about last weekend,
and the muddy, stinking flood waters
Who Should Own the Land?
destroyed an estimated 10 percent of
Brinkley is a graduate of Calloway
the county library's 2,000 volumes.
County High School.
In PoWell County, where overflow of
the Red River forced the evacuation of
about 300 of Clay City's 1,500 residents,
flood victims cursed politicians and
environmentalists who two years ago
succeeded in stopping a proposed Corps
of Engineers flood control dam many
believe would have prevented the latest
tragedy.
Authorities -were astonished the
Murray-Calloway County Parks
weekend rash of flooding did not take
Board is expected to meet in regular
more lives. The only known fatalities, a
session Tuesday, starting at 5:30 p.m.
22-year-old woman and her 5-year-old
'in7,Calloway Couety Courthouse.
son, drowned Saturday when their car
According to a spokesman, items
was swallowed by a swollen creek on a
scheduled for this month's session
rural road south of central Kentucky's
include a status report on the moving of
Bowling Green.
the L& N Depot, a report on the youth
Sunday night, rising waters of the
basketball program, a review of plans
'
See FIAIDI1
, for the Christmas program, a review of
Page 14, Column 7
the Senior Citizen Fund, and discussion
of proposed regulations for using the
depot once it is moved to MurrayCalloway County Park.
Bubby Hewitt of the parks board
construction committee is also expected to have a report and parks board
members are slated to review the
By DEBBIE N. LEE
proposed city of Murray budget for next
Staff Reporter
year.
The requirement of a fee based on the
patient's ability to pay for the family
planning program will affect few
people at the Calloway County Health
Department, acoording to health
department officials.
The new charge is the result of a
federal regulation passed by the
Department of Health, Education and
Murray Fire Department firefighters
Welfare in July and directed through
are again collecting toys for the
the Kentucky Department of Human
department's annual Christmas party
Resources in late August. The
for needy youngsters, a spokesman said
regulation, which requires all state
today.
agencies receiving federal funds for
The department is asking for
family planning to charge a fee acdonations of good, usable toys, the
cording to family income, was imspokesman said, for a party planned
plemented in mid-September by the
later this month.
department.
Viersons who have toys to donate can
The family planning clinic in Murray
leave them at the department's central
State University's Student Health
headquarters, Murray City Hall, 5th
Services is also covered by the• new
and Poplar, the spokesman said.
regulation. •
Ron Davenport. administrator of the
family planning program in the eightOne Section —14 Pages
county Purchase District, said that the
Classifieds
10, 11, 12, 13
fee is based on a sliding scale according
Comics
10
to the annual family income and the
Crossword
10
number of dependents.
Dear Abby
2
"When a woman comes into the
Deaths & Funerals •
14
department, she tells the gross income,
Dr. Lamb
10
taxable or nontaxable, of her family
Farm Page
8
and the number of people in the
Horoscope
9
family,"
Davenport explained.
Inside Report
4
Patients then have to pay up to 100
Local Scene
2,3
percent of the fee.
Opinion Page
4
However, Faye Stephens, community
Sports
5;6,7
health worker at the health department, stated that services would not be
denied patients if they are unable to
Pay.
Davenport cited figures which
Mostly sunny and cold today.
showed that the income of 64.6 percent
Highs in the mid to upper 30s.
of the people served by the family
near and cold tonight with lows
planning clinic is $3,999 or below.
in the mid to upper 20s. Sunny
"There is no charge for people whose
and a little warmer 1Niesday.
family income is $6,000 or below, no
,Higlp in the low 40s.
matter how many are in the family," he
Kentucky Extended Forecast
said.
Chance of rain or snow WedTherefore, only 35.4 percent of the
nesday. Thursday • and Friday.
lasalkytipiespiso
-ap.
"'"1-1110""IlirtitifillerifIktiiltiPti ivols-lit
proihnitely one:third, are eligible for
-the 20a -and 30a1/11.1 percentlige inre not take
into account the number of people

John Brinkley Is
Headed For U.S.
Farm Bureau Meet

Parks Board
Set To Meet
tuesday Night

TOUR STOP — Shown here is one of the many groups of visitors who toured the Tappan plant during Open
House Saturday. Officials estimated that over 1,100 persons toured the facility during the day.
Stan Photo by Gene McCutcheon

M. Ronald Christopher, commonwealth's attorney for Callowey and
Marshall Counties, was elected
president of the Kentucky Commonwealth Attorneys Association at
the group's annual mid-winter convention in Louisville Saturday.
The election of new officers'came on
the final day of a 3-day convention for
the prosecutors at Louisville's Hyatt
Regency Hotel.
Christopher, who has been the
Commonwealth's Attorney since 1974,
-will serve as President of the
Association for the upcoming year.
He has practiced law in Murray since
1968 and is married to the former
Eleanor Potter. The Christopher's have.
three children, Shannon, 10; Kelsie, 4;
-and Carroll Lane, 7 months.
-Erank.,2ruaty, eonunonwealth's
attorney for Kenton County, was

selected as president-elect. Other officers elected include William Mathis of
Boone and Gallatin counties, secretary,
and Ulvester Walker of Henderson
County, treasurer.
Named to the Association's Board of
Governors were David Armstrong and
Paul Richwalsky of Jefferson County;
Mark Bryant of McCracken County;
Larry Roberts of Fayette County and
Gentry McCauley of Woodford County.
Of his election, Christopher said,
"Our _goals for the coming year will be
to strive to bring to the public's attention the role of the prosecutor in the
criminal justice system in Kentucky.
We'll try to make the public more
aware of the services provided by

special session of the Kentucky General
Assembly. 'We hope the Legislature
will be aware that we (commonwealth
attorneys) took a substantial cut from
the proposed budget and if additional
funds are taken from our budgets that
will hamper the criminal justice
system in our state.'

LET .ME SEE...ONL.1 13
MORE SHOPPING DAYS
'TIL CHRISTMAS'

prosecutors the result of tax dollars
budgeted to them."
Christopher-said the association will
keep a close watch on the upcoming

If the success of an event can be
judged in numbers, the open house held
Saturday by the Murray Operation of
the Tappan Company, was more than a
success.
Company officials reported today
that they had anticipated 500 to 800
persons would tour the plant during the
open house when in fact, an estimated
1,100 individuals attended the event.
The open house, the first of its kind in
recent years at the Murray operation,
was staged to create a "better rapport
between the community, the employees
and the company," plant general
manager E. J. Haverstock said.
Tour groups were guided through the
operation by supervisory personnel and
plant foremen. The open house was a
joint effort of all company employees.
Two door prizes awarded late
Saturday afternoon were won by
daughters of company employees. Amy
Bally, whose father is Dorf Bailey, Rt. 2,
Hazel, won the microwave oven and
Lisa Mathis, whose father is Darrell
Mathis, Rt. 4, Murray, was the winner
of the gas range.
Construction of the Murray plant
begao in October of 1945 and the first
completed range came off the assembly
line on March 27, 1947. The original
plant contained 100,000 square feet of
floor space.
Through expansions for additional
facilities and increased production
needs, the Murray plant now contains
about 330,000 square feet of production
floor space. In addition, the plant has
170,000 feet of warehouse floor space.
The Murray operation is currently
producing approximately 1,400 ranges
dayir
_of-160;809-finiahed
ranges coming off the assembly lines
during this year. The work force at the
plant fluctuates between 800 and 1,000
employees,including factory and office
workers.
The stoves made at the plant begin as
steel which is received in coils weighing
four to five tons each. Approximately 65
to 70 tons of steel is utilized daily at the
plant.
According to figures supplied by the
company, over 4,0013,000 ranges have
been manufactured at the Murray plant
since it opened its doors in 1947.
Haverstock said today the company
would be happy to tour any group
through the plant while it is in
operation. He suggested that the group
leader contact plant officials well in
advance so that arrangements for the
tour could be made.
Haverstock also said, based on the
'success of Saturday's open house, that
similar ,events would certainly be
scheduled in the future.

Federal Regulation Brings New Charge

Family Planning Fee To Affect Few Here, Officials Say

Murray Firefighters
Collecting Toys

For Annual Party

whose income would fall between $4,000
and $6,000 and would not be charged a
fee. Medicaid patients are also not
affected by the fee system.
The initial visit required for new
patients includes a Pap smear, pelvic
and breast examination, gonorrhea and
syphilis test, urinalysis, anemia and
blood pressure checks and height and
weight measurement. Counseling and a
three- or six-month supply of birth
control pills for patients who request
them are also included. illtis
examination costs $50 before ad-

justments are made on the sliding'
scale.
The maximum charge for annual
checkups is $45, while a medical revisit,
which IS a problem call, is $20. A blood
pressure and weight check is given
when a patient picks up a new supply of
birth control pills, for which the
maximum amount charged is $5. There
Is no charge for pregnancy testing.
Davenport stressed that these
tharges are the maximums and that
the majority of patients would not have
to pay that much for the services.

He noted that middle incomelamilies
can also benefit from the fainily
planning clinic. "For example, the
typical family of four —a husband, wife
and two children — whose annual income is $11,000 would only have to pay
20 percent of the,cost of the visit," he
said.
"The same family of four with a
$14,000 income would have to pay 60
percent of the cost," he continued.
"Middle income people have paid taxes
for the health department, and most
would still find the Clinic a bargain even

if they have to pay a percentage of the
total fee."
Davenport said that the intention of
the rate system was to "assist the local
family planning programs in covering
ongoing expenses and in increasing
services." Each health department
retains locally the fees that are
collected.
"Most health departments that I have
talked to across the state report that the
new fee system has not affected the
number of people coming into the
clinics," Davenport related.

Men Fined For
Killing Deer
Out-Of-Season
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Two men, one from Sikeston, Mo.,
and another from Calloway County
today received fines and suspended
sentences in connection with killing
deer out-of-season.
According to Calloway County
Attorney Max Parker, convicted in
district court today were Ray May, 43,
Route 2, Sikeston, Mo., and Alvis
Newton, Route 2, Murray.
Parker said May received a $300 fine
on a guilty plea of killing an illegal
deer. Further the court ordered that
May pay $225 to the state of Kentucky
for the cost of replacing the animal.
May received a 30 day jail sentence
suspended on the condition that he not
be found guilty of a similar offense for
two years in Kentucky. May also
received a $100 fine for possessing a
non-tagged deer.
Newton received a $300 fine for on a
guilty plea of killing an illegal deer,
according to Parker. He is also expected to pay $225 restitution and he
received a 30 day' jail sentence
suspended on condition that he not be
convicted of a similar offense for two
years in Kentucky. Both men lost their
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Special Holiday- Event

Miss Gale Brach Is Wed
To Mr. 0)1-liens-on Here
Miss <tale Broach, daughter rose (pane accented With
of Mr. and Mrs Ray T. caplet and turban.
Broach, and Bob Cornelison, Bridesmaids were Miss
of Mr and Mrs. Robert B. Kathie Broach, Mrs. Linda
Cornelison, West Paducah, McGuire Thompson, Omaha,
...ere married in a morning
and Mrs. Donna Grubbs
wedding with Bro. Jerry Hughes, Orlando, Fla. The,
Lackey, Memphis, Tenn., wore dresses and turba.,
officiating. The double ring identical to the maid of honor.
ceremony took place at the
Each of the attendants
Murray Woman's Club House. carried a Crescent Dream
Wedding vows were written by made of magic silk eucharis
the bridal couple.
Lilies, Oriental poppy, freezia,
Mrs. Harold Crysler, eucalyptus and lilies of the
-'-,„organist. played several valley.
selections preceedmg the
The groom was attired in a,
ceremony. Organ selections black tuxedo with black and
for the ceremony Included gray striped troustrs and
"Shenendoeh'-:., -Without ascot. His boutonniere was a
You" and "Sweetheart of white silk rosebud.
Sigma Chi." Mrs. 'Darrell
Blane Cornelison, West
Gibson accompanied Darre, Paducah, served his brother
Gibson as twain* a selettinn'Its best man. Groomsmen
of songs during the ceremony were Mike. Guthrie of Prin- including "If Not For You," ceton,'Dave Nichols of Den"Let It Be Me" and "The ver, CO10.,-and David Legge of
Wedding Song." Mr. Gibson Anderson,Ind.
sang •'I Wish You Peace" as
Serving as ushers were
the couple lit the unity candle Terry Broach, brother of the
at the close of the ceremony.
bride, Tom Edwards -`o.f..
Miss Kathie Broach, sister Princeton
and Freddie
of the bride, gave a special Daniels of Paducah. The men
reading written by the groom. wore black tuxedoes with
The fireplace was flanked black and gray ascots. Their
with white roses and jade boutonnieres were white silk
centered with the unity candle rosebuds.
and a love bird. On either tide
The bride's mother wore a
of the fireplace was trellis of formal gown of shell pink
white roses and jade and two qiana with accordian pleated
three-tiered fountains of white bodice and flowing sleeves.
roses with jade smilax and Her corsage was a Lady's
centered with two love birds.
Slipper orchid. The mother of
The bridal party entered as the groom wore a formal gown
the organist played -Jesu, Joy of purple chiffon and her
of Man's Desiring." The bride corsage was a Catteya orchid.
and groom entered with_their_
The guest register was kept
parents who were then seated by Miss Juana Stockdale,
,
and the couple walked Lexington.
together to the altar.
Reception
Bride's Dress
The reception was held

, 'Deco.-41311- Planned At Library
By Abigail Van Buren

A luncheon in celebration of non, Jean Bennett, Leesha
the Christmas Season will be Hazel, Patti Phillips, Kathy
held at the Calloway County Pasco, Mavis Hurt, Jessie
Public Library on Thursday, Faye Young, Helga Keller,
Dec. 14, at 12:00 noon. Velva Maupin, Gerry Reed,
Reservations should be made Wanda Kirnbro, Nelda Smith,
by calling 753-2288 by Wed- Vandeline Weatherford,
Carolyn Adams, Donna
DEAR ABBY: A few years ago you ran an article about; nesday, December 13.
Highlights or the program Jackson, Martha Broach,
woman who never cooked her own Thanksgiving or
Christmas dinner. Instead, she went to her mother's or her will be a Christmas concert by Hallie Kopperud, Charlotte
mother-idlaw's. She wrote to say that she wishes now that a barber-shop ensemble of Wyatt, Debbie Lee, Shelia
she had done her own holiday dinners.
women. Some of the members Pallister, Amanda Howell,
That letter was terrific. If you could publish it again, it of this year's ensemble in- Mary Mott, Virginia Swann,
would be a great help to a 4ot of peophk
clude: Jo Cohoon, Martha ane Bailey, and Diane
I am a grandmother who wishes ml married children Crafton, Ruth Eversmeyer, Johnson.
would cook their own holiday dinners and invite me as a
Pat Miller, Sherry Nolin,
Special guests of the lunguest.
PAID MY DUES Barbara Brandon, Miriam cheon will be the Library
Olree, Molly George, Rebecca Board of Trustees who will
DEAR PAID: It wasn't hard to find, and here it is:
Dublin, Joan Overbey, Bar- welcome those attending at
DEAR ABBY: I've been reading your column for years, bara Lax, Joanne Cavitt, they arrive.
and around holiday time someone always asks, "Should we
Wanda Moseley, Jennifer
"Please make- every effort
go to his mother's or to my mother's for Thanksgiving and
Heegel, and Sandra Rogers. o make your reservation
Christmas dinner?" Your answer has always been: "Why
The group is directed by early as seating will be
not alternate?"
Heather McCormick.
limited," Mrs. Gerry Reedt
Abby, my husband and I struggled with that problem for
Also featured, on the
c_curdinator of the event,
years. We resolved it according to your suggestion. Both
program will be "A Christmas tuted.
seta of parents lived nearby, und it seemed the only fair
Story" by Jane Bailey and
thing to do. So, for 22 years, we spent Thanksgiving and
Ren Leys. Both young ladies
Christmas in their homes instead of our own.
recently appeared in leading
It never dawned on us until this year-now that our
children are ready to strike out on their own -that we
roles in Community Theatre
never developed our own holiday traditions. We always
productions and are now
went to Grandma's for the holidays. She insisted on doing_all
employed on a special
the cooking herself, then complained for months about how
Outreach Program for the
much work it was and how tired she got. When we, her
library.
daughters and daughers-in-law, asked if we could bring
The men will consist of the
something for dinner, she wouldn't hear of it. When we
dish, ..Christmas
hearty
FILM, FUSS CUES,
brought food without asking her, she refused to serve it, so
Chowder, and will offer
we finally gave Up.
CAMERAS,FUMES,
samplings of many desserts.
I realize now what a high price I've paid over the years for
Studios
Artcraft
People who have offered to
peace in the family. I wish I hadn't.
- 7S3-11033
126
115$..
Abby, please urge young marrieds to dare to have their
share a favorite dessert and
hes Pee* Al low Dm`
own holiday celebrations in their own homes. Suggest that
its recipe are: Johnny Canthey invite their parents and grandparents, who might even
be relieved to be finally free of the burden of entertaining
three generations.
DOING MY OWN THING
DEAR DOING: Thamk—irimi—fer-iter-extellent letter.
Perhaps it will inspire others to do their own thing, too. It
m
s a lot of mime.

Tired of Being
A Xmas Turkey!

Itr. mid IIrs. I4)() Lortieliort
Individual tables foe gneat
seating were set on the patio
covered with white cloths and
centered with pink and rose

Ohio;
•
Scott Doyle, Cincinnati;
Mrs. Lawrence B. Coates,
Norristown, Pa.;-Terry Nero;

----TW-71719X671-4,100----:--eratifittedutely: -Mb-A-win* ,:the7254-14-4"4"-Ik*lie"4"4121-:-Figati
made -ty-The bride and her

-44a4malfee-4.,
1iCholfi

DEAR'AHBY: With Christmas nearing, I have a question
that- has pusaiisinelpryears, In signing Christmas cards.
whose name -comes first? The husband's or the wife's? I've
always signed our eards, "Fred and Mary." Last year
someone said they shoblid have Oeen signed, "Mary and
Fred." What do you say?
STILL PUZZLED

tonite's movies

@MO

01.1/0•••••

w/o

.
11.1.1.

Drink
Potato
Toast

For Center
For Week

SIMI=STOCKAllir
AU-American Beef

•
•

-

Y-4

Eat.
Drink.
And be
wary.

N. 1

Lig

WARREN BEATTY

14,

HEAVEN CAN
Thru Thur.

prItra,

I

II

7:20,925
& 2:30-Sun.

Goldle Hawn Ir
ria
Chevy Chose 1 w°Pb141
A fINIMDFCTIE

Closed Till Friday

drink will help you lead a longer,
healthierlife. Staying healthy is the
best kind of health care — and
the least expensive. You can
help by taking care of yourself.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield
and Delta Dental of Kentucky, we're
eoncemed about rising health care costs.
That's why we're working with consumers., dentists, physicians and hospitals to find ways to hold
costs down.
Write us for information on enrolling in quality
health care prepayment plans. Blue Cross and
Blue Shield and Delta Dental of Kentucky,9901
Lioa.3.S14twa.aiaafiloifaAwg1*A.V4A122a
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Organization
Cub Scouts ar
will be at E
Elementary Sc
For informatio
Clark,
Disl
Executive, at 7f.

Includes: Small
Sizzlin Sirloin
Steak,
25 Item Salad Bar

Alf

Ci,&iff

Murray Urn
Hairdressers
Dakota Feed z
p.m. Officers v
and each is to bi

Special Sirloin Steak Meal

b..

Amie••„„
w.•-• ••••••
•••••••I•W:•;•••••••

Voice recii
DeWeese, Gras
be at 8:15 p.m.
Recital Hall,
Center, Murray

t
igtAtoper'S Sperin
- •
Tuesday

Denver, Colo.; Donna Hughes,
wedding in the downstairs •
mother.
Orlando, Fla.; Rosalie
.•
room.
Serving for the reception Sabordo, Atlanta, Ga.;
The bride's table was
were
Miss Lori Landoll,. Miss Freddie Daniels, Auburn,
draped with a pauo cloth. An
Vickie
Bailey, Mrs. Pam Ala.;
Coroelison,
Van
basket
old fashioned wicker
White
Curd,
Miss Paulette _ Annistown, Ala.; Mr.and Mrs.
filled with magic silk
DEAR STILL: At the risk of being labeled a sexist. I say
,
oss,
. usy
Terry McGregor, Michael- D. ladies first.
Eucharis Lilies, Oriental
Debbie Pickens of Mayfield Perkins, Michael A. McCaleb,
poppy and eucupalis lillies of
If you put off writing letters because you don'tow what
and Mrs. Kathy Jameson and Kevin Mulling, Scottthe valley in warm rose tones
to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write LettersAor all
Hewitt of Belleville, Ill. All sboro, Alabama.
.
centered the table. The four
Occasions." Send $I and a long, stamped (28 cents);sell
wore corsages of` corn starFollowing a trip to New
tiered cake was topped with a
addressed envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
burst poms, baby's breath and Orleans the couple is making
pyramid of magic silk roses
Hills, Calif. 90212.
ivy.
their home in Scottsboro,
and fillies.
Out of town guest were Mr. Alabama.
The groom's table was done
and Mrs. Blaine Cornelison,
with a traditional white cloth.
Rehearsal Dinner
Gene Watkins, Mr. and Mrs.
The center piece was a Horn of
Blue Cmss
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B.
Jack Haskins, Lunelle Guthrie
Plenty with fresh fruit. Fresh
Shield_
Elk*
Nickell, Terella Richardson, Cornelison were hosts for the
fruit and nuts also topped the
Delta Dental
rehearsal dinner at Seven Reba
ac
ar
of Kentucky
double layer' squire cake of
Kristen, Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Seas Restaurant. Places were
beige tone.
Hannon, Millie Elkins and laid for thirty five guests.
The food table was covered
The bride and the groom
Sheryl and Lori,
daughters,
rah a white cloth centered
•
Mr. and Mrs.- J. H. Rayburn, presented gifts to the bridal
with white wicker bird cage
all of Paducah Angie Owar, attenglants.
Serving as maid of honor Eucharis Lilies, Oriental Tre7itirn7M771fidlitis;
1•
was Mrs. . Sandra Wilson poppy, freezia, eucupalis lilies Pickens, Mr. and Mrs. Mike
61twn
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cartwright,
.Ilenus.
Alexander, Lexington, who of the valley and garland
.
Mike Hutchens and Mr. and
wore a formal gown of dusty smilaz.
•
Mrs. Larry Sims, all of
Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs.
Ati
Wilson Cannon and Mrs.
,
Audrey Aldridge, Clinton; Mr.
Seals
Mrs. Don
Grey,
and
sus
Hopkinsville; Mike Guthris,
Tom Edwards, Steve Boaz,
The menus for the Nutrition • .
Princeton;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joe
For The Elderly at Program
Ce#64-1"
Henshaw and Mike Henshaw, the Douglas Center and also
Mocganfield; IA. and Mrs. for "Meals On Wheels" for the • All Seats $1.25
Toby Martinez, Ft. Knox;
week of Dec.--11 to 15 have been
Mr: and Mrs. David released by Sally DuFord,
Alexander and Juana Stock- dietitian-nutritionist, and
dale,Lexington ; Mr. and Mrs. Wilma Wilson, site manager.
Bob Jackson and Cary For reservations call 753-8938.
Jackson, Bro. and Mrs. Jerry
Menus are as follows:
Lackey, Jordon Lackey and
stew,
Monday--beef
•
Clay Wells, Memphis, Tenn., potatoes, carrots, green
Mark Ray, Chattanooga, beans, peach and cottage
For Pro ram Information, Please Call 753-3314
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Mark cheese salad, hot roll, butter,
James of Lebanon, Tenn.; apple crisp,and milk.
Vickie Bailey, Dyersburg,
Tuesday-meat loaf, gravy, 7:30,9:30
Tenn:; Babs Terrell, Evan- potato rounttr summer
sville, Ind.; David Legge, squash, sliced tomatoes, hot
1111111„Chettnut
Anderson, Ind.; Bob Brown, roll, butter, congealed fruit • -.•
We're not going to suggest that people
%no Thar.
Indianapolis, Ind.; Mr. and salad, and milk.
Mrs.
Johnny
Hewitt,
- Wednesday-fried chicken,
stop drinking. But let's face it. Drinking too
Belleville, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. Mashed potatoes, broccoli,
much,like eating too much is bad for your
x-Tkinipson, Omaha, 111.; carrifruit,—hot roll, butter;
health.
What's more, it can lead to an alcoholic
7:20,9:10
Oyer
Held
Mr. and Mrs. David Morris, chocolate cake,and milk.
dependency.
And that's bad for you, your family,
& 2:30 Sun.
Tracy and David, Jr.; Mr. and
Thursday--beef patty,
Anoxia*
and everybody around.
Mrs. Harry Morris, Lisa tomato sauce, cream corn,
Here are some tips for sensible drinking. Eat
Morris; Mr. and Mrs. Johnny green peas, cole slaw, hot roll,
lin*
Mein Mernsiels "SSESOIUSY
"
someting
first to slow alcoholic absorption.
Cox, John David Cox, and butter, pears and cookies, and
Bandit" —
JaCkle Usesel
s
Michael Cox, Mr. and Mrs. milk.
Dilute high-proof drinks with water or fruit
Harry N. Morris, Jr., St.
Friday-sliced turkey, lima
juice to slow the rush-to the brain. Sip your
Charles, Mo., Mr. and Mrs. C. beans, spinach, tossed salad, •
drink; don't gulp.
Thru
Thur.
7:15,9:10
Ci#44E. Rhodes, Mrs. Kim Rhodes, corn bread, butter,fresh apple
Remember, moderation in food and
&
2:30
Sun
Bryan Rhodes, of Thornville, cookies,and milk. .
64!N Central(

dramatically styled formal
gown of white pane. Verii.se
Lace gracefully detailed the.
bodice of the gown draping
from the right shoulder with a
irivirl to the opposite side at the
•waist and extending down the
skirt. The slim fitted sleeves
were edged in narrow venise.
The fluid skirt encircled with
patching lace fell softly to the
floor and swept to a chapel
length train. Completing the
ensemble and adding a
charmingly sophisticated
touch was a tubed hood in
Qiana enhancid with Venise
lace 'appliques. Her only
jewelry was pearl earrings of
her Mrher
, :.
She carried Fleur d'Amour,
a long cascade of white roses,
steph.inois .and Baker's fern,
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CALENDAR
Monday, December 11
Monday, December 11
Singles Unlimited will meet
Esther Class of Memorial
at 7:30 p.m. in the social hall Baptist
Church will have a
of the First United Methodist (Christmas
meeting at the
Church. Mrs. Donna Grogan 'church fellowship hall at 6
Herndon of Project Hope will p.m.
be the speaker.
Ann Hasseltine Class of
Voice recital by Art
Memorial
Baptist Church will
liaeWeese, Grand Rivers, will
be at 8:15 p.m. at the Farrell have a Christmas meeting at
the
Colonial
House
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Smorgasbord
with
the
Center, Murray State.
program at Opha Krewson's
home.
Murray Unit of National
Hairdressers will meet
Dorothy Moore Circle of the
Dakota Feed and Grain a, 7
First Presbyterian Church
p.m. Officers will be installed
Women Will meet at 7:15 p.m.
and each is to bring a $5 gift.
Organizational meeting of
Cub Scouts and Boy Scouts
will be at East Calloway
Elementary School at 7 p.m.
For information call Charles
District
Clark,
Scout
Executive, at 753-6090.

Women of the Oaks Country
Club should make reservations today for the
Christmas luncheon on
Wednesday at noon at the club
by calling Doris Rose 753-3690
or Pat Winchester 753-8581.

WINNERS
-Drawn by Santa Claus

*Emily Apperson
Giant Te.lay Bear

*Rhonda Cook

For
Prints

S25 00 Gift Certficofe

Kathy Bybee
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Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North 7th
and Olive Streets, Murray, at
7:30 p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main
Streets, at 7:15 p.m. For information call 759-1792 or 7539261.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church will meet at'7 p.m. at
the church.

_Delta Department Meet

Tuesday,December 12

''Once ypon a time" was the
Ellis Center will be open title Mrs. Ruby Krider used in •
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for her humorous address in the
activities by the Murray regular meeting on Tuesday
Senior Citizens with blood evening Dec. 5, of the Delta
pressure to be checked from Department of the Murray
10 a.m. to noon, devotion and Woman's Club.
lunch at noon, and band
The event was in the club
practice at 12 p.m.
house with Mrs. Katheryn
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at 7
p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran Church
Ladies will meet at the home
of June Carlson, 1512 Kirkwood Drive,at /0 a.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: II with Mrs. 0. C.
Wells at 10 a.m. and III with
Mrs. Bernie Wisehart at 2
p.m.

Watson, Mrs.• Mary Lou
Lassiter, Mrs. Ruth Kennedy,
Mrs. Marjorie Major, and
Mrs. Laurine Andrus as
hostesses.
Mrs. Krider, a speech
teacher, Unapt in Murray
State University until she
retired. She is teaching speech
in Bethel College, McKenzie,
Tenn., and continues to teach
small groups at her home in
Paris, Term.
The department chairman,
Miss Louise Swann,conducted
the meeting and reported the
business of the board meeting.
Club cook books are on sale at
the Bank of Murray and the
Peoples Bank with members
of the club taking turns at the
places of sales. "There is a
call for cancelled postage
stamps. These may be convertedainto money to be used
bare to feed hungry people.
peoples.'".
The Music Department is.
planning to sing carols in the
city, and is inviting anyone to
join in this annual event
December 19.
Mrs. Georgia Adams,
chaplain read cuttings from
timely literature and offered a
prayer as an introduction to
the Christmas meeting. Mrs.
Edna Gowans, a new member
of the grow, was present and
introduced.

DEBBIE
GIBSON
of
Bethany Class of First
Sigma Department of
L)uisville,
a
music
education
for
a
will
meet
Church
Baptist
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club luncheon at 12 ndbn at the major- at Murray -State
house with the program by the Fellowship Hall of the church. University, will present her
senior flute recital on the
First Baptist Church Bell
Trumpet recital. by James campus Tuesday, Dec. 12.
Choir.
Patton; Muldraugh, will be at Scheduled at 8;13 p.m. in the
Tuesday,December 12
7 p.m. in the Recital Hall in Recital Hall Anne% of the
Murray Middle School Band Annex, Price Doyle Fine Arts Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
will present a concert at the Center, Murray State.
the program will include
Middle School gym at 7 p.m.
selections by Telemann,
Joint recital by Deborah Sue Debussy, and Piston. Susan
Murray Band Boosters will Gibson, flute, Louisville, and
not meet due to Middle School Cathy Jo Goode, Paducah, McKeever of Murray will accompany her on the piano.
Band concert.
piano, will be at 8:15 p.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Ruth Warren Group of Center, Murray State.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will have a salad supper at the
Wednesday,December 13
home of Martha Covey.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New Concord
Immanuel Lutheran Ladies
Waters, Bessie at Sirloin Stockade at 11:30
Alice
Tucker, and Maryleona Frost a.m.; Pottertown at Cypress will meet for a short business
Circles of First United Spring Resoit at 11 a.m. with ' meeting on Tuesday, Dec.'12,_
Methodist Church Women will group to meet at Big K at 10 a.m. at the home of Mrs.
have a joint meeting at the parking. lot at 10:15 a.m.; June -Carlson, 1512 Kirkwood
home of Mrs. C. C. Lowry at Harris Grove at home of Drive, Murray.
Frankie Adams at 11 a.m.;
Following election of of-.
Sniith PleasantGrove at home.
_
.
_
par.'
"freer
- s the group
First
Circle
of
faith Doran
of Imogene Paschall for handl
United Methodist Church and gift exchange; Pacers and ticipate in a Christmas
Women will meet at the New Frontier, places and Prdgram and gift exchange.
All ladies are asked to bring a
church at 2 p.m.
times not announced.
sandwich and a recipe of their
Providence
New
Welcome Wagon Club will own cookies, with the recipe,
Homemakers Club will meet have a family Christmas for a "Cookie Exchange."
at the home of Beth Falwell.
potluck at North Branch of
Stockings for each • child
Peoples Bank, 12th and
enrolled
in the Sunday School
Paris Road Homemakers Chestnut, at 6:30 p.m.
of Immanuel will be filled in
Club will have a potluck
preparation for the Sunday
luncheon and gift exchange tit
Circles of First United
School
Program on Sunday,
the home of Margaret Roach
Methodist Church Women will
Dec.
17...
at 11 a.m.
meet as follows: Hannah at
home of Lashlee Foster at 7:30
Immanuel Ladies will then
Christian .p.m.; Ruth Wilson and visit
Groups
of
the
Convalescent
Women's Fellowship, First Wesleyan at home of Mrs. Otis Division of Murray-Calloway
Christian Church, will meet as Erwin at 6:30 p.m.
County Hospital and present
follows: I at home of Mrs.
each patient with a handWoodfin Hutson at 10 a.m.
Oaks Country Club Women made pillow and Mustard
with program by Mrs. Harlan
will have their Christmas Seed.
Hodges; IV at home of Mrs. luncheon at 12 noon with Doris
Mike Holton at 7:30 p.m. with Rose and Pat Winchester as.
ZZI
program by Mrs. Del hosteSses. Bridge will be at 9
Fleming.
a.m. with Mary- Wells as
hostess.
•
Tuesday,Decembet;12
Murray Star Chapter No.
Murray Country Club
433 Order of the Eastern Star Women will have their
Will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Christmas luncheon at 12 noon
lodge hall. An initiation will be at the club with Betty Lowry
held.
as chairman. Bridge will be at
9 a.m. with Alice Purdom,•Lou
Lydian Class of First Doran, and Enid Sanders as
Baptist Church will have its hostesses.
Christmas dinner at the
Holiday Inn at 6 p.m.
rumpet recital by Don
Hilton, Philmont, N. Y., will
Carter School Parent- be at 7 p.m. in Recital Hall of
Teacher Club will meet at the Annex, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State.
school at 6:45 p.m. a

Lutheran Ladies
To lteet- Tuesday

WYNN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Doug Wynn,
Conyers, Ga., are the parents
of a baby girl, Heather Nicole,
weighing eight pounds 4".2
ounces, born on Sunday, Nov.
26, at 5:59 a.m. at the Dekalb
General Hospital, Atlanta,Ga.
DON HILTON of Philmont,
N.Y., a trumpet maior at
Murray State University, will
present his senior trumpet
recital on the campus Wednesday, Dec. 13. Scheduled
at 7 p.m. in the Recital Hall
Anne% of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, the
program will include selections by Clarke, Persichetti,
and Kriesler.

Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Wynn, Benton
Route 7, and Mr. and Mrs.
Mac Tucker, Hardin Route 1.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Culp, Benton
Route 7, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Tucker and Mr. and Mrs. John
Anderson, 'Hardin Route 1. A
great great grandmother is
Mrs. Walter Carroll of
Murray.

Justmoved In?
I can help you out.
Don't worry and wonder about learning your way
around town. Or what to see and do. Or whom to ask.
As your WELGOINE WAGON Midas*, I can simplify the
business of getting settled. 'Seto you begin to ertioy your
new town ... good shopping, local attrEtions, community
bzsket is full of useful gifts to please your
op9ort
A nud myes.
family.
Take a break from unpacking and call me.

lkkoineirffott
Mary Hamilton 753-5570

Inge King 492-8348

Thermador Microwave
Cooking Demonstration
Will Be Held

Tuesday Night, December 12
om
7:00-8ral p.m.
A Home Economist from
Memphis,-Tn. will be there
to answer any questions.
Call For a Reservation

753-1713

_
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Monday,December 11
“Illtnguig of the Green" and
lighting of the Christmas tree
by President Curris and music
by a Murray State Choral
Group will follow the MurrayEvansville basketball game in
the lobby of Ordway Hall. This
Is free mid open to the public.

'Mr.8e0r4.

Size Soltwiros Akio On Soh
c.worio1t14 Ways To Pay

The Shoe Shack

illaselamts blamed To Skew Details

\X
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Center at
10 a.m.

Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at 1:30 p.m. at Corvette
Lanes.

10-6 N.4th

Selected items on sale

NOW`THROUGH CHRISTMAS

—

Majestic House
Steak •Pizza
to Midnight

N. 12th

4a
ay.

rif.v.;

49p,

Reg. Price

Small

Medium

Large

$2.55

$3.55
$300

$4.55
$400

'2°'
ALL OF OUR PIZZA ITEMS ARE PREPARED IN OUR KITCHEN BY THE OWNER HIMSELF!
GYROS
Gyros Dinner
Reg. Price $4.45
$345
Now With Salad Bar
975
Gyros Sandwich
Reg.$2.45 Now $1 $$
Salad Bar
Steaks, Rib Eye
Now

Reg.$3.85 NOW $335

Mt

mem. "mrrAir

Us Under
Gus Georgiou '

+C.

430

759-1114

Mon.-Sat. 11:00 a.m.
Sunday 11:00 - 10:00
Get Ready For Our New Specials Now Through Dec. 25

PIZZAS

Ladies Boots,
Holiday Shoes,
Ladies Casual Shoes,
Infants & Children's
Shoes & Boots

,
s

4.V

>OW

In certain African tribes
a woman may not use words
appearing in the names of her
in-laws.
"You can play
the Baldwin FunMachine
the first time you try."

RAIN DEARS
ANDREW GELLER SLEEKERS

suggested retail: $16.95
Discount price: $11.95

5uggested retail: $34.95
Discount price: $21.95

Sale Price: $956
Save $7.39.

Sale Price: $1756
Save $17.-39

Prera

11.1%'m

QUALITY LEATHER CUFF BOOT
Suggested retail: $60.90
Discount Price: $48:96 .

11.1.1 .1 11.10,/ 1,./.

tn•etynt kr. t.mi c.on riot Thy 1‘..1.1win
FunMethete thy 1044 tree Arml
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Roltle on Anti, thy Amon.;
Fm:hle hmry

Sale Price:

$3916

Hours: 9:30-5 Mon.-ThUrs.
9:30-8 Friday Til Christmas
9:00-5 Saturday
•

Save $20.84

tOltARDOTIANO
"Tour romptsso

Across From Pmt Office
PARIS, TENN.
,
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10 Years Ago

Page

Salute Tappan
The open house held by the
Murray Operation of the Tappan Company here $aturday is
noteworthy of praise from the
entire community.
For those of us who had never
.
actually seen the manufacturing operatiOn of the plant, it
was an eye-opener.
Every employee of the
Murray Operation,from the top
.management level on down to
- • thc -new employee Onthe iob for
the first• day_, has reason to _ be
proud of the Tappan Company.
Tappan has been a part of our
community for over 30 years
and has always played an Important and vital role in the
progress of Murray and Calloway County.
This community and Tappan
are assets to each other and the
progress of each goes hand-inhand.

Page 5

Sp5 Euel M. Rose, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Euel Rose, is now serving with the
United States Army in Germany.
Deaths reported include Oury
Edwards, 63, Leon Coursey, 51,
YavOnna Lovett, infant girl, Tom
Henry Osborn, 66, and Mrs. Lucy Bell
Stephenson.
Seaman Bobby Emerson,son of Mrs.
Lentos Houston, has completed basic
training at Great Lakes Naval Center,
Illinois.
In high school basketball games
Murray High lost to Trigg County 57 to
54. Scott and Lamb both got 18 each for
Murray and Radford got 19 for Trigg
Pork roast is advertised at 39 cents
per pound in the ad for Jim Adams IGA
this week.
Showing at the Capri Theatre is "The
Green Berets" starring John Wayne
and David Janasen.

We join the rest of the community in saluting the Murray
Operation and look forward to
many more years of joint advancement.

20 Years Ago
Copley Nowa Sorvico 54144pronogIoNt

••

Inside Report

linniand

am;and Robed N(oak

Japan: Emerging
Superpower

Patsy Shirley, Joyce Hargis, Maxine
Bennett, Donna Ruth Grogan. Margie
Banks, James F. Wilson, Joe Overby, •
Sammy Parker, Larry Buxton, and
Kenny Hirsh are Murray High School
students named to the Senior Band for
the Quad State Band Festival at
Murray State College.
Featured today is the picture of the
student body of Woodlawn School in
1931.
Glenda Boone, program chairman,
presented Theresa Resig, Carol
Reaves, Jennifer Tailor, Ann Ryan
Cooper, and Sherry Payne, students, in
a program at the meeting of the Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Mrs. T. P. Jones lead the program on
"I Would Celebrate My Lord" at the
meeting of the WSCS of the Brooks
Chapel, Independence, and Bethel
Methodist Churches held at the parsonage at Almo.
• Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "A
'Streetcar Named Desire" starring
Vivien Leigh and Marlon Brando.

TOKYO - Confronting Soviet gain
oficial told us, speaking in English.
rearmament, with emphasis on antiand U.S. loss in the Western Pacific's
Foreign ministry professionals were
submarine warfare and air defense to
military power balance, Japan has
outraged when Prime Minister Takeo
make Japan a prickly porcupine. Along
embarked on modest, gradual but
Fukuda, campaigning for reelection,
with more tanks and submarines, this
nevertheless inexorable rearmament
blurted out he plans a visit to the Soviet
will push defense spending beyond 1
- part of its cautious emergence as a
Union next year. The foreign ministry
percent of GNP in a few years (a limit
political
well
economic
as
as
an
stresses
world
there will be no talks, by
already breached if military pensions
,
power.
Fuiruda or anybody else, unless and
are counted,as in the U.S. and Western
policymakieg
In
where
a
country
until the Soviets discuss return of_the
is
a
The Railroad Retirement Act, unlike
EuruPs/•Ilicartline -bra itirvien
searsearch for consensus, there is now
Kuril Islands, seized from Japan in
Discussion of such matters is no
the Social Security Act, does not
alum. Its ParlaNle ts to answer
agreement
within the power structure:
World War II.
longer taboo. A Japanese politican can
provide for the payment of annuities to
• • quoilkos a=solve peals=-fast If
Japanese defense spending will
publicly predict defense spending
the divorced spouses or widows of
Instead
of
beginning
such
- 'you bow a quondam se a grab= sot
steadily
increase, in a few years burrising to 2 percent of GNP without being
railroaders. Thus, you are not entitled
negotiations, Moscow has exhibited its
answered in these Omen, write
sting through the informal ceilingaetat
Qwiaar Alwia
e disarty of
4k, sgeangtkjean
Noted pfilte plalf.ortuiti.
v
.4•
ail*--zajliStad,s-gtnegametitaliii,-. ._.....718earthiaa0114,EasS Day=Sicsatifook- AsiutraienduranteMnalis.-Barisara__ _
Tlihreent-47
-grosis nationalIfirediseL---1:140-e-a-red violations01 s-patie-ge Mr iin parIxes
o
-- your tiusband's-aaroun
-t-Tuf-&-reiiiteiii
'
- Alexandrii. Ohio .45381 Yeti will
Downs,
William McElrath, and Rupert
What's more, it may well be attained
for Apanese rearmament is an added
space and territorial waters. Japanese
receive a prompt reply; but you must
are
Parks
senior class members of the
without
convulsions
internal
once
here,
Sino-Japanese
dividend of the
treaty.
An amendment to the Railroad
Jet fighters regularly Scramble against
Include a stamped. self-addressed
Murray High School Band who marunavoidable.
*deemed
U.S.-Soviet
transcends
the
this
All
Retirement
Act
Soviet
would
air
be
incursions.
required for
envelope. The most useful replies will
ched in their final performance,* the
The defense commitment reflects
military balance. On a trip here in 1973,
annuities to become payable by the
While Russian bully-boy tactics
be printed in this column.
Murray High football game on
over
concern
both
muscleSoviet
member
the
innovative
of
first-term
an
board
to
helped
divorcedepoitees
provoke
Tokyo into the Chinese
or widows.
HEARTLINE: My husband has a
Thanksgiving
day. Mrs. Herbert Lee
flexing
doubts
reliability
and
about
of
Diet named Tetsuro Kondo told us
Amendments to the act are generally
treaty, tipping of the Western Pacific's
small business at which we have both
Williams is band director'.
shield.
the
defense
U.S.
But
in
a
military
develop
own
must
Japan
its
based
on
in
carefully
noted
joint
balance
is
naval
recommendations made
worked together for 24 years. He will
Dr. Hugh Houston and Dr. A. D
broader sense, Japan is finally sledarsenal, partly to parry Western
to Congress by railroad management
Tokyo. With the expected• introduction
soon be 65 and could draw Social
Butterworth attended the meeting of
ding
caution
the
traumatic
bred
of
economic
pressure.
Five
later,
years
and
labor
of
Sea
into
Keiu-class
on.
carrier
the
the
of a
basis of negotiated
Security retirement. Could he put the
the American Medical Association hell
defeat and embarking on a political role
Kondo at 47 is a vice minister of
agreements between the two parties.
Japan, the Russians are viewed as
business in my name so that I could
Dee. 3 to 6 at St. Louis, Mo.
appropriate
world's
free
for
No.
the
2
the
less
about
education
and
angry
Whether
a
once
overpowering
supreme LI. S.
the
provision to pay annuities to
build up Social Security coverage on
Prof. Joseph Golz, voice instructor at
economic
power.
West; but he still believes building firstdivorced spouses or' widows will ever be
Seventh Fleet.
ins own account to enable me to have
Murray State College, directed the
result
new
One
is
and
"peace
the
hardware
for
military
essential
is
class
agreed
upon
and
recommended to
benefits of my own when I turn age 65?
Visiting Rep. Bob Wilson of
musical program presented at the
friendship" treaty with Communist
Significantly, Kondo is no longer
Congress by management and labor, or
If so, what steps do we take?.- RE.
California,
a veteran member of the
general meeting of the Murray
China.
On
reporting
our
last
trip
to
alone.
when
this
would happen, cannot be
Social Security sources tell us that
Howse Armed Services Committee,
Woman's Club last night at the club
Japan in 1975, Japan's government
However cautious and restrained,
determined at this time.
you can do this, but you must meet
triggered handwringing in the U. S.
house.
doubted
ever
conclude
would
it
the
disturbs
Japan's
emergence
a
power
as
HEARTLINE:
I received some
certain requirements. First, it has to be
embassy Nov. 14 when he declared the
Mrs. Bessie Reed of Paducah has
Chinese pact because of Peking's inAsian nations devastated by imperial
literature in the mail from an insurance
a legal, valid transfer of the business
Seventh Fleet by itself could no longer
been the guest of her sister, Mrs. Polly
sistence
of
an
"anti-hegemony"
clause
militarism
ago.
Japanese
40
company
years
But,
that
claims that, if we purand there must be a written document
-guarantee Japanese sea lanes. But that
Keys of Murray.
•
aimed at the Soviet Union. In 1978, it
chase it, their Medicare supplement
change, inevitable sooner or later, has
of such. Second, it would have to be
is precisely what Japanese defense
Showing
at
the
Theatre is
Varsity
signed
a
treaty
containing
that
clause
will
pay
rise
visible
of
by
hastened
the
the
been
everything that Medicare does
made clear that your husband is no
officials told us.' .
Dorothy Lamour in "Lula Belle" and
despite heavy breathing from Moscow.
not pay - everything! Is there such a
polar bear and decline of American
longer responsible for the debts of the
Although the Seventh. Fleet is uncostarring George.Montgomery.
Dmitri Polyansky, a former member
company and policy? They say they
egale in these-watetr—r
-ness and that you have accepted
dergoing'
belated
modernization,
of
the-Soviet
demoted
politburo
to be
will also pay the 20 percent of the
s responsibility. Third, you must be
hardware improvement 'will not
ambassador to Tokyo, was called home
medical bills that Medicare doesn't
By MARIA BRA DEN
. ed to take over management of
reassure
Japanese who see the U. S.
Commonwealth Consumer Associated
to
Moscow
for
the
summer.
Returning
pay. - Y.D.
Press Writer
business. In cases such as this, the
troop
pullout
from
Korea
as
sympafter the Chinese treaty was signed, he
We checked on the company you
' 'on would be closely monitored by
tomatic of declining interest in East
began Calling influential Japanese to
wrote to us about. Their literature was
Social Security to make sure that your
Asia. Prominent Japanese simply do
warn
them
of
the
"yellow
peril"
from
misleading.
This company will pay 20
husband is not still running the
not
believe that Washington could or
Selected
China.
businessmen and
percent of the "reasonable" medical
laisiziess. We suggest that you check
would honor its promise to send three
politicians
were
urged
by
Polyansky
to
charges
which Medicare does not pay.
eith Social Security to see what
additional carrier task forces and 21
promote a Soviet-Japariese'"peace and
Medicare rarely pays 80 percent of the
documents or statements you will need
tactical air wings to Japan in time of
friendship"
treaty.
doctor bill. Instead, Medicare will pay
to show them.
general conflict.
Ls there any chance for such a pact?
80 percent of the reasonable charges. If
; For persons who are drawing Social
The response is steady Japanese
"No
way,"
a
:high
ministry
foreign
you have a bill for $100 from the doctor
Security benefits or will soon be
over whether redlining exists in KenFRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- Suppose
and the Medicare carrier decides that
retiring on Social Security, Heartline
tucky. Savings and loans association
you've found a home in an older neigh$100 was not the reasonable charge, but
has an easy-to-understand booklet on
officials say it doesn't, but represenborhood that's structurally sound,
that $80 is the reasonable charge, then
Snarly aspects of Social Security. To
tatives of human and civil rights groups
needs a little fixing up - but best of all
Medicare will pay 80 percent of $80, not
order, send two dollars to Heartline's
say there is a kind of unspoken
is affordable. But you can't get
$100. Thus, Medicare would pay $64 on
Puide to Social Security, P.O. Box
redlining practiced, particularly in
financing.
that $100 charge and this insurance
$1934, Chicago, Ill. 60611. Please allow
older, rundown neighborhoods heavily
If you feel that you're qualified for a
policy will pay 20 percent of $80, or $16,
Dear Editor:
Attention is called to Matt. 12:8 and
eight weeks for delivery.
populated by minorities.
loan and can handle a reasonable
and you will stW owe $20 out of your
The following comments are subMark 2:28. "The Son of man is Lord
.7. HEARTLINE: I am now 69 years of
The Kentucky Human Rights
dovmpayrnent, you may be puzzled.
own pocket. If-and we stress that ifmitted in response to the letter by Mr.
also of the Sabbath." This simply tells
lige. My ex-husband was a Union
Commission said last week that the
Admittedly, mortgage money is tight
Medicare had allowed the doctor's
Luther A. May which appeared in your
us that the Son of man, being Lord of
Pacific Railroad employee and he is
practice of refusing to lend money in
these days and interest rates are high.
entire charge as reasonable, and paid
paper on November 29, concerning the
the sabbath, had the aewer to take it
*ow retired and remarried. We were
"racially impacted" areas has been
But if you suspect that the rejection of
80 percent of $100, then this Medicare
away, which He would do by -nailing it
sabbath and the Lord's Day.
tharried for 19 years. I believe his wife
documented in Louisville and other
your application by a savings and loan
policy would have to pay the other 20
The Bible does most positively affirm
to His cross, abolishing it totally and
is now drawing retirement benefits on
cities.
institution is not justified, don't just
percent and thus your entire bill would •'that the day of worship for God's people
completely.
is railroad benefits. I am now drawing
Regulations issued by the Federal
give up.
have been 'Paid.
With regard to Isaiah 66:72,23 and the
in this, the Christian dispensation, is
5ocial Security benefits and have a
Home Loan Bank Board last May
The federal government has issued
For this company to say that with
contention that we will worship on the
the first day of the week, Sunday. The
ellen alimony. I need to know if I can
prohibit federally-chartered savings
tough rules against discrimination in
their policy and Medicare all your bills
first day has special significance
Sabbath in the New Earth; Mr. May
now or ever draw benefits on his
• and loan associations from using aplending money for homes in older, less
will be paid is to assume that your
failed to include the obsereance of the
because it was on this day that Christ
railroad credits? :-- L.G.
praisers known to undervalue houses
affluent neighborhoods.
Medicare carrier will allow all of your
rose from the dead, it is the day the new
"new moon" which is in the very same
because the houses are in areas where
The practice is often referred to as
doctor's charges as reasonable. This
verse. "New moon" would bind the
covenant had its operative beginning,
the population is changing racially or
"redlining" - literally drawing a red
simply is not the situation. Medicare
and the day that forgiveness of sins was
keeping of the ceremonial law. Does
line around certain neighborhoods and
where houses are older or in the inner
rarely finds any doctor's, charges asfirst announced in the name of Christ.
Mr. may also advocate keeping the
city.
refusing to lend money for home purIt was on the first day of the week that
reasonable, Headline has a free list of
ceremonial law? It is there with the
The lending institutions are also
chases and improvements in those
tips on purchasing health insurance. To
early Christians came together to
"sabbath." They cannot be seperated.
required to keep a list of all apneighborhoods, or consistently unobtain a copy, send 25 cents for postage
worship,( Acts 20:7; 1 Cor. 16:1-2). Rev.
It is obvious that Isaiah uses the terms
plications they receive for home loans
dervaluing the worth of homes there.
IIIUMANIS'TS FOR OUR TIME
and handling, to Heartline's Tips on
1:10 reads. "I was in the Spirit on t/W' figuratively. They do not prove Mr.
and what decision is made on each
There's considerable disagreement
Buying Health Insurance, 114 East
Lord's Day." True, as Mr. May an
BY KEN WOLP
May's sabbath keeping contention.
application.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
We all value freedom -- and
,firms,there is no indication in the verse
Sabbath observance started at Sinai
Savings and loans have to record in a
democracy. Yet, can we always be sure
WM.
itself as to which day is the Lord's Day.
and ended at Calvary. It was not in
so-called "loan register" information
that the two art compatible' A shrewd
But one hai only to go back to 1 Cor.
force for the years Prior to Sinai, (Ex.
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Mi'irray Ledger & Times
french aristocrat and student of
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Murray Latest A 54-52 Loss To Samford

Racers, Aces Look For 1st Win
By TONY WILSON
ports Editor
The twk teams that battle it
out tonight in the Sports Arena
can be certain of one thing:
only one of them will still be
winless.
Murray State and the
University of Evansville, its
7:30 p.m. opponent, both carry
0-5 records into the contest.
The Racers' latest setback
came at the hands of Samford
— a 54-52 decision Saturday
night in Birmingham, Ala.
Tonight's game will be two
days short of the anniversary
of the plane crash last Dec. 13
that killed the entire Evansville basketball team, its
coach and several school
officials.
Because of the tragedy, the
NCAA waived the redshirt
rule for Evansville this
season, enabling players to
transfer and play without
sitting out a year, as is the
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Murray State's Jackie Mounts (left) fights for position with Northern Kentucky's
Jennie Romack

in Saturday's 74-72 Racer loss. Murray, 3-3, faces Eastern Illinois
tonight.

Staff photo by Tony Wilson
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26-24 Sunday on David Posey's
AP Sports Writer
21-yard field goal with eight
With one week remaining in seconds remaining.
the National Football League
The Broncos captured the
season, five teams still are in ,AFt. West crown for the
contentijon for three playoff second year in a row, trounberths...but the New England cing the Kansas City Chiefs 24Patriots, Denver „ Broncos, 3 behind the brilliant passing
Miami Dolphins and Houston of oftenmaligned quarterback
Oilers are not among
Craig Morton, who completed
.The Patriots won
them.:r
4hel 19 of 22 aerials, including 16 in
American Football . Con- a row, for 283 yards and three
ference East championship — touchdowns.
'their first divisional title since
The Dolphins assured
1963 — edging the Buffalo Bills themselves of an AFC wild
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Evansville, though winless,
has played impressive opponents in St. Paul and
Southern Illinois. They fought
Western Kentucky to the wire
Saturday before dropping a 6360 decision.
Murray
State's
loss
Saturday, says coach Ron
Greene, came at the free
throw line. "Our opponents
continue to shoot more free
throws than us, and it's
because we're out of position
on defense," Greene said on a
local television show last
night.
The Racers have outscored
.their opponents in field goals
(149-148) but have earned 47
fewer points at the charity
stripe. Murray has sanh only
26 of 43 to its opponents 73 of
105.
:'We're not taking the ball to
the basket," said Greene.
"Instead of following our
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"Samford and New Orleans
both played us man-to-man
(defense), and I really didn't
think anyone could stay with
us doing that," said Greene.
"But we just aren't holding up
defensively on our end."
The Evansville game will be
the fourth of six games in 12
days for Murray. The Racers
host UT-Martin Wednesday
and
Campbell
College
Saturday.

a
"It's important that we have
discipline on our team,"
Greene said. "I think John
realizes he didn't have the
welfare of the team in mind,
but he'll be in good standing
for tonight."
Murray leads its series with
Evansville 15-4.

Murray (0-5) vs Evansville (0-5)
Sports Areas, 7:30 p.m.
Probable Starters

"I didn't make this schedule
out," said Greene, "I just
inherited it. It really puts a
burden on us to play this many
games in so short a period of
time."
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Murray

6-8 senior John Randall
missed the Samford game
because of a curfew violation,
but Greene said that Randall
would rtrt)----agted up for
tonight's game.
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Sunday&
Murray

card berth — their _first
Playoff spot in four years'—
with a 23-6 victory over
Oakland, eliminating the
Raiders from . playoff contention for the first time in six
years.
And the Oilers claimed the
other AFC wild card spot,
holding off'the New Orleans
Saints 17-12 on a heads-up play
by rookie. sensation Earl
Campbell.
But, for the Green Bay
Packers, Minnesota Vikings,
Atlanta Falcons, Washington
Redskins and Philadelphia
Eagles, things are not that
simple.
The Packers and Vikings
both lost over the weekend —
Green Bay dropping a 14-0
decision to the Chicago Bears
and Minnesota getting blitzed
by the Detroit Lions 45-14.
They remained tied for the
National Football Conference
Central Division lead with 8-61 records.
Atlanta, 9-6, improved its
chance for an NFC wild card
berth' and hurt Washington's,
shading the Redskins 20-17 on
Tim
Mazzetti's 32-yard
"second chance" field goal on
the final play of the game,
while Philadelphia was battered 31-13 by the Dallas
Cowboys. The Redskins and
Eagles have 8-7 records.
On the final weekend, the
schedule for the five contending teams is Minnesota at
Oakland, Green Bay at Los
Angeles, Atlanta at St. Louis,
Chicago at Washington,• and
the New York Giants at
Philadelphia.
If Minnesota beats Oakland,
it qualifies for the playoffs as
the NFC Central champion by
virtue of a better head-to-head
record against Green Bay (10-1 vs. 0-1-1). The possibilties..
for the two 'wild berths ere
numerous.
The other three division
chaMpions were decided a
week ago — the PittsOurgh
Steers in .the AFC Central,
Dallas in the NFC East and
the Los Angeles Rams in the
NFC West. The playoffs begin
Dec. 24, with the wild card
teams in each conference
facing each other in the first
playoff step toward Super
Bowl XIII.
Other, weekend results included:
Pittsburigh ... 35
.16iTmore—Caris 3; Cleveland
Hrtnyns 37,-aew Yorr Jets"34—
in ovectime; New York Giants
17', St. Louis Cardinals 0: San
Diego Chargers, 37. Seattle

Avg
2.0
11.2
7.4
10.2
1.0

4

By the Associated Press
come easily.
one drive and a 45-yard field
It wasn't quite the Super
i)elaware led 9-3 at the half goal attempt by Brandt
Bowl, but that didn't bother following an exchange of field Kennedy with time wining
Gordon Melton
0
the
students of Eastern Illinois goals and an 8-yard scoring out sailed wide to end the
Kenney Hammonds. . _
0
University.
pass from Jeff Keinle to Mike other.. Teom
Totals
About 200 students rallied on Mills. But the extra point
23 59
69
31
"The defense really stif21 52
fluiderd
Main Street in Charleston, Ill., attempt following the Blue fened in the second half," said
Marvin Stewart
7 10 2 4
4
3 17
and forccd police to close off a Hens' touchdown failed..
Mudra. "We applied a .lot of
Steve Barker
5 10 6 6
2
2 16
four-block area for about 45
The Panthers' big break pressure. Without a doubt
Brian Coleman
3 9 4 5
12
2 10
minutes Saturday following came in the third pelics when turnovers were ap linportap,
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over Delaware in the NCAA a fumble at the Delaware 19. only one time while we forced
tidnotil Radford
0 0
1 •2
0 • 0
1
Otis Aust. .
0 0 0 0
Division II football cham- Quarterback Steve Terk was Delaware to give it up five
0
0 0
Son) Leo
0
4
0 0
5
3 0
pionship in Longview, Texas.
sacked for a 7-yard loss on the times (four fumbles and
Team
4
The Panthers' triumph first play from scrimmage but Jones' interteption). All were
Totals
20 41 14 23
34 , 12 54
capped an amazing tur- made up for that with a 25- critical for us, either leading
Holftima. Murray 32-30; attendance. 1,500 "•
naround under first-year yard completion to Scott to a score or stopping a
Coach Darrell Mudra, who McGhee. Poke Cobb ran it in drive."
• GOLF
brought the school its first froni the 1 and Dan DiMartino
In
other
games,
MEXICO CITY — David winning season in 17 years. kicked what proved to be the Massachu.setts and Florida
Graham of-Atietralia fired a S- Eastern Illinois was 1-10 a winning extra point.
MEM advanced to the NCAA
under-par 67 and won the year ago but finished the 1978
Delaware threatened twice Division
IAA
final.
$210,000 Mexico Cup golf season with a 12-2 mark.
in the final period. Jones in- Massachusetts heat Nevadatournament
The final victory didn't tercepted a Komlo pass to kill Reno 44-21,
0,.,
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Seahawks 10, and San
Francisco 49ers 6, Tampa Bay
Buccaneers 3.
Tonight, the Los Angeles
Rams entertain the Cincinnati
Bengals.
Broncos 24, Chiefs 3
Riley Odorns caught seven
of Morton's passes for 165
yards and two TDs, covering
23 and 29 yards, as Denver
won its division title.
Broncos 24,-Chiefs 3
Riley Odoms caught seven
of Morton's passes for 165
yards and-two TDs, covering
23 and 29 yards, as Denver
won its division title.
Dolphins 23, Raiders 6
Miami
embarrassed
Oakland by intercepting five
Ken Stabler passes and
recovering two fumbles, including one by the Raiders'
harrassed quarterback.
Linebacker Larry Gordon
picked off three of Stabler's
errant tosses.
Oilers 17,Saints 12
Earl Campbell, who has
gained 1,369 yards rushing this
season, made a 5-yard sprint
in reverse, saving Houston's
victory over New Orleans. He
scooped up an Oilers' fumble
in the end zone and raced off
the field, taking a two-point
safety instead of putting New
Orleans in position , for a
touchdown.
Bears 14, Packers 0
Green Bay, knowing that
Minnesota had lost Saturday,
blew an opportunity to take
over sole possession of first
place in the NFC Central.
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THE GOODYEAR PROMISE
•We do professional
work.

•We return worn-out

•We do only the work
you authorize.

•We honor ow limited
warranty nationwide.•

parts.

PutYour Confidence
In Our Service
Engine Tune-Up

$39 $348.,
$4,01,3
Helps Insure Oulck Cold Weather
Starts. helisble Performance. - - Includes listed parts and labor — no
extra clime for air conditioned cars.
$4 00 less for electronic ignition

• Electronic engine, charging and
starting system analysis • Install
new points, plugs, condenser, rotor
• Set dwell and timing • adrust
carburetor• Inc wafttieTbu'h, Toyota,
VW, and light trucks • Warranted 90
days or 3,000 miles, whichever
comes first.
-

Brake Service
Your Choice
and services extra
t's
If needed.
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RV White Spoke
Wheels
for

NOTICE
Town & Country
Yamaha
Is
Moving
All
Motorcycles

Sale

Eitliain

4
Bolt pat ern
$109

s4f-

The added Muth for any light truck, van or
RV. Eight gleaming white 'polies In dished
Om. tug nuts and cap extra.
!apart Wheel Service Alte Available,
• Meantime • Balancing • Allyment

4.

$1588
• Inspect and rotate all 4 tires •
Set caster, camber, and toe-in to
Proper alignment • Inspect suspen-

$588

ProtectS Moving Parts —
HelpsEnSure Quiet Operation.
Chassis lubrication and oil
ange • Please call for appointment • Includes light
trucks • Warranted 90 days
or 3,000 miles, whichever
comes first.

t

Includes up to
5 quarts mahor
brand 10/30 oil.
011 filter extra
If needed.
.s

slon and steering system• Most U.S.
cars, some Imports • Warranted 90
days or 3,000 miles, whichever
comes first.

Auto
Winterizing

$1588
Inciudes Up To
2 Gals, permanent
anti-freeze.
Additional parts
extra ',needed

• check entire cooling system and winterize to
• pressure test system •
Check and tighten all hoses
•Inspect fan pelts.(6 month
free replacement of any
coolant loss provided system
not damaged due to accident)
System must be in condition
to avoid future loss_

BATTERY SALE! /45 '4,*PirTts
GOODYEAR ALL-WEATHER BATTERY

9 f,, , :,g
, exchang,. 41

FREE INSTALtATION

A dependable, thrifty priced battery — loaded with quality
features Ideal for today's economy cars' Built to goverquick
Pleats in any kind at weather
any time of yeer. Fits most
Fords, Chevy, Plymbuths, and many subcompacts
Murry — Sale inds Sat. Night
Ask for our FREE Battery Power Check

Just Say‘Charge

•

11=21111, Goodyear
Eleivolving
Use any of these 7 other Ways to buy Our Own
Charge
Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge • Visa • American
a, Account
'txpress Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash

•All Goodyear service is warranted for at i easj 90 dhys or 3,000 miles,
whichever comes first
many services. mucti'longer It warranty service
Is ever required, go to the Goodyear Strvice Store where the Original worth

Save!
Save!
Save!
1534018

and 4 Tire Rotation

Helps Protect Tires and Vehicle Performance. Additional parts and services extra If needed. front•whett drive and Chevettes excluded.

$2

Size 15 x

most
vehic les

Front-End'
Alignment

Lube And Oil
Change

r

$6488

was performed If, however, you're more than 50 miles Irons the originar
store, go to any of Goodyear's 1500 Service Stores nationwide We li make
it right, because we want you to have confidence in Goodyear ser 0,‘P

Store Manager: Robert B. Rudolph, Jr.
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Eastern Illinois- Earns
Division II National Title
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shots, we're shooting fallaway
jumpers."
The Racers led Samford 3230 at the halt but scored only
20 second-half points, as the
Bulldogs won for the third
time in the nine games the two
teams have played.
Junior Keith Oglesby led
Murray with 16 points and 10
rebounds, while Marvin
Stewart and Steve Barker
scored 17 and 16 points,
respectively,for Samford.
. It was Barker that won the
game for the Bulldogs down
the stretch. Tom Leffler's two
free throws
enabled the
Racers to pull even with
Samford at 48-all with 5:04
left, but Barker sank two
charity tosses with eight
seconds remaining — he
scored Samford's final six
points — for a 54-50 Bulldog
lead.

Five Teams Still Alive For NFL Wild Card Spots
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Store Hours: 7:30 a.m. until 6:00 p.m D.Wy Open Friday Until 8.00 p.m.

721 S. 12th Street

Muiray, Ky.

753-0595
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Turnovers Erase
Murray Women's

U.S. Captures
Davis Cup Title
By the Associated Press
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif.
-- John McEnroe, after
leading the United States to its
first Davis Cup victory since
1972, could afford to be modest
when speculating about the
No. 1 male tennis player in the
world.
After all,. the 19-year-old
New Yorker had just
devastated the best singles
players in Great Britain and
provided two of the victories
that went into the 4-1 romp by
the U.S. in the championship
round that ended Sunday at
Mission Hills Country Club.
Thus, the
inevitable
question: Can John Patrick
McEnroe beat Jimmy Connors?
"Connors is No. 1 right now.
He's the best player in the
world," opined McEnroe, who
has come out on the short end

in all four matches between
the two southpaws. "I don't
know if I'll ever beat Connors,
but I'll follow him to the ends
of the earth."
The question of who's No. 1
was reopened dramatically
last month when McEnroe
defeated Bjorn Borg in
straight sets in a tournament
in Sweden.
For his part, the coach of
Britain's team — victims of
McEnroe's fullcourt game of
sizzling services, precision
volleys, varied ground strokes
and dazzling speed — was
certain he had just seen a new
No. 1.
Paul Hutchins, the coach,
called McEnroe "the world's
No. 1 player" at the moment.
Buster Mottram, who lost to
McEnroe Sunday, thought
McEnroe was No. 2 and
pronounced Connors the best
player

Iri
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Victory Chances
•

By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Her Murray State women's
basketball team shot 50
percent from the floor — an
area coach Jean Smith
stressed before the season —
but it was poor floor play that
made the difference.
"We had the game won, and
we just gave it away," said
Smith. The Racers, 3-3 after
dropping 74-72 decision to
Northern Kentucky in the
Sports Arena Saturday night,
face Eastern Illinois in
Charleston tonight in a 7 p.m.
contest.
25 turnovers by Murray
helped Northern Kentucky
even its record at 2-2 and earn
a Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate Conference victory.
The Racers' loss was their
second Straight and lowered
their KWIC record to 1-2.
Murray owned a 65-58 lead
over Northern with just five
minutes left, but the visitors
scored the next eight points

Sports Upcoming
Today
Murray State men (041 vs Evansville; 7:30 p.m.,Sports
Arena.
Murray State women 3-31 vs Eastern Illinois;
Charleston, Ill.
Murray High boys (24) vs Wingo; home; preliminary,
6:30 p.m.
!Hurray High girls 1-1 vs Christian County; Hopkinsville, Ky. „.
Junior-High basketball boys, girls) — Southwest
Calloway at East 6:30-p.m.

'29-24 with six minutes left in
for a 66-65 advantage.
"They were playing a the half and carried a 37-36
pressing zone defense," said edge to the dressing room.
Northern coach Marilyn
Smith. "And we weren't
reacting properly to it. Once Moore was assessed two
the ball was in the air, we technical fouls in the first half
after a violent protest of an
were alright."
Murray managed to gain the official's call. But after her
lead twpiet more, the last a 70- team's comeback victory, she
69 edge with 1:14 remaining. had mellowed a bit.
"I just want to make sure
But substiute Brenda Ryan hit
two 15-footers — her only shots they (the officials) don't call
of the night — to give Northern the state tournament," she
a 73-70 lead with 26 seconds said. "I'm • usually not this
left. Murray guard Laura loud a person." Smith,
Lynn's layup with one second however, disagreed with
before the horn earned the Moore's evaluation. "I
final margin.
.
thought they (the officials!
Senior center Jackie Mounts called a fair game."
That was the highlight of the
led the Racers with 19 points
-and 13 rebounds, but hitonly 5 contest until Northern's rally
of 11 free throws. "That was in the last three minutes.
by far Jackie's best game," Racer senior Cindy Barris hit
said Smith. "She just didn't one of two free throws — that
get much help."
miss was her first of the
It was M'ounts that pulled season after 23 straight — to
her team from a 14-10 deficit give Murray a 70-67 lead with
to an 18-18 tie with Northern, 1:28 left.
scoring six of Murray's next
But Ryan's shots spoiled the
eight points. The Racers Racers' chances for their
managed a five-point lead at fourth victory.
Northern's Peggy Vinceot
topped all scorers with 21
points, including 14 in the first
half. Livey Birkenaawer
chipped in 12 for the losers.
Following the Eastern
Illinois game, the Racers
begin action Thursday in a
downing beers at one of the tournament at the University
late-hour in-spots in town.
of Tennessee at Martin. ---

Asian Competitors
Enjoying Night Life

Tuesday
Calloway County boys 42-31 vs Fancy Farm, Jeffrey
Gymnasium; preliminary,6 p.m.
Murray fogebers atSymposia.

Northern Kentucky's Peggy Vincent is surrounded by Jackie Mounts (40) and Marla Kelsch in
Saturday night's 74-72 Murray State loss. The Racers, 3-3, ore at Charleston, Ill., tonight for a
game against Eastern Illinois.

Wedeesday
Murray State men vs UT-Martin; Sports Arena. 730
Pin.

Staff photo by Tony Wilson

BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
—Sports reporters are having
a hectic time covering the
eighth Asian Games, which
opened Saturday, but the
more difficult task was trying
to find out where the national

7
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Callaway County Christmas Tournament, first round —
Murray High giris vs fi,41ton County,-6:30 p.m.; Murray
Hign,liopotallickman County.

Freers 28 Points Enable
San Diego-TO-Op Bucks

Friday
Calloway County Christmas Tournament, first eguid —
Calloway County girls- 44i- vs--Hickman County, 5730—
-11TALEXSACHARE
for a. 1984 first-round draft
p.m ; C noway County boys vs Fulton County.
AP Sports Writer
choice, scored 28 points
se • Lloyd Free continues to pay Sunday night, including two
Satigirday
_
dividends on San Diego's free throws_ with.nine_ qineon
Murray State men vs Campbell College; Sports Arena,
future inveitrnent.
to play that gave San f3tego a
7:30p.m.
The explosive guard, who 107-106 National Basketball
Calloway County Christmas Tournament, chamcame to the Clippers from Association victory over the
pionship games —
6:30 p.m.; boys.
Philadelphia just before the Milwaukee Bucks__
start of the season in exchange
Free said he welcomed the
pressure .as he stepped to the
foul line with his team down
by one.
"You've got to have pride in
yourself," said free., whose
self-proclaimed nickname is
•Is not plentiful in this holiday season,-and many people neglect
All-World. "No matter hem
much time is left, you have to
iiiiideaTaith care FeEa use they fear the extra cost during this
feel you can win the game."
special time of the year.
In other NBA games Sunday
'night, the Los Angeles Lakers
In light of this, as a Public Service, OR. BRYAN L. TNACRER of the
edged the Atlanta Hawks 88-86
and the Seattle SuperSonics
IIUIT CNIROPRACTIC CENTER 993 SYCAMORE STREET, Murray;
beat the San Antonio Spurs
Kentucky is offering a flat fee of,$25.00 for the COMPLETE
112-99.
—IN1TI. EXAMINATION
ALL NECESSARY 1-RAY$ to any new
• Free, a
reserve at
patients who come to him from now through the end of this monPhiladelphia, has blossomed
th. This fee will cover all tests and examinations necessary to
into the league's No. 2 scorer
with a 27-point average since
determine the extent of the problem and a complete report of
being given a chance to start
findings to outline the type of treatment needed to correct the
at San Diego — and he doesn't
problem. Now you don't have to let money keep you away.
cost the Clippers a thing for
almostsix years.
today for an appointment.
Milwaukee, which led by
seven points midway through
753-9909
the final period,trailed 105-102
Open Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday from 9:00-12:00 &
before the Clippers got tagged
2.40-530; Thursday from 9:00-12:00
with their second . zone
technical Brian Winters sank
libth free throws with c:16 to

Money

gb and hit a jumper with 13
seconds left to put the Bucks
ahead.

Marto Ketsch
Laura Lynn
Jochse mounts

.

Nartliers Ky. 74, Murray 72
• fa
6
•4
.....
7

.-.5--•-

Most team managers claim
.their athletes are resisting the
temptations of Bangkok's
famous night life and making
it to bed by 10:00. But
eyewitnesses confirmed that
some were frequenting
massage parlors, while • a
group of Middle Eastern
sportsmen
Was
spotted
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.Save On Money
Ford
Fiesta

Bowling

a

The gutsy little car by Ford. With
or without a lot of options.
Very good selection 46 mpg hwy.
34 city - You have to drive it before
youll believe it. -

Standings

We've Moved

D&W Auto Supply
Is Relocating
From Their Present
Location To
4.

511 South 12th Street
(The Old Johnson Grocery Building)

"Vie Install Auto Glass"

D W Atito Supply
153-1163

Magic Trt •
Bowling League
Team
61 L Peoples Bank
13‘4 1114.
Gary & Mick'S Used Cars .
13
19
Denniaon Hunt........
294 n%
.and Lovers
29
73
Thurman Furniture
27
25
Holland Drugs
27 Z
ParadLse Kennels ....
24
26
Murray Ins Agency
224- BPS
Hand cape
IS
34
Credit Bureau of Murray..
16/
1
2 25',
HIGH TEAM GAME(SC)
Peoples Bank
775
Dennison Hunt
•
761
Thurman Furniture
•
739'
HIGH TEAM GAME(MC)
Paradise Kennels . ...... .
Credit Bureau of Murray
.....ISIS
Murray Ins. Agency..
.. .
991
HIGH WAN SERIFS SC)
Peoples Bank
2192
Thurman Furniture
2192
Dennison Hunt .
7116
HIGH TEAM SERIF.S tHC1
Paradise Kennels . '
••a92
Gary & Mick's Used gaff.
VE7
Dennison Hunt
—._
HIGH NE). GAME (Si'
TAU Smith'
..
•
102
connw Jones
Betty Dixon
193
• Ethglene Mradlorr
"
151
HIGH IND.GAME. tic
Connie Jones
249
GrareJepson
237
Betty Dixon
234
HIGH IND.SERIES se,
Fthelene Iderallon
546
(AR Smith
524
Marge Hinman ..
917
HIGH IND SERIES
Ethelene McCallon
492
Grace Jepson
641
Carol ,Mcnnugai
•
Hfilli AVF.RAGE,S
into Smith
.133
Sondra Rice .
.
115
Marge Hinman
192

ISO
149
149
147

Ford Courier Pickup's

The tough little pickup that does a big job.
Automatic or 4 speed or 5 speed over drive. Long or short wheel
base, radio, bumper, big mirrows, white wall tires, you name the color
well have it.
I ,arry Scott 759-1811
Ron Wright 753-0136
b Paul Garland 759-1651
James Parker 753-5180
'Joe Pitrker 753-2056
John.1 1 aching 759-1916:

701 -Main

Ed West 753-3084
Carlon Jones 753-2471
David Parker 753-5188John Parker 753-1833
Don Christ:Ilan 753-1463

' "Now Idwas From Murray's Oldest Car Dealer"
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Now's the time to get a hardworking small car.
Choose your level of equipment.
A lot or a little remember the Pinto
Station Wagon. The best little
wagon in America.

Res
Sho

-----40-.

Jeonette Rowon
3 . 10
1 '2
8
7
CI ndy Morris'
.
:4
5
1
2 -2" 9
Barbaro Herndon
4
2 .3
0 . 0.. 0 4
Tommy Boone
....___...-4---.2._. 2 . 7 _ _2___ 4. .
BrIdgine Wyche—
1
2
0
0
2 2
totals
30 61 ,I
23 38 72
Northern Ky.
34
' 6
74
8
Northern Ky — LlyeyBirkersciaiver, 13: Jenny Romack. 12, Pony
Vincent. 21, Jennifer Lyons, 6, Nancy Flynn, 3, Jenny.Niehouis,
10:
Brenda Ryan.,4 Barb Hopkins, 0, Jon*,8rungs,0
'
Halftime, Murray 37-36

Think Small
Save On Gas
Ford
Pinto
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Irish Whip UCLA,Pauley
Pavilion 81-78 Saturday
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Whenever Notre Dame's
basketball players see Pauley
Pavilion, they seem to get
their Irish up.
The UCLA Bruins are
usually odds-on favorites in
their intimidating arena in
Los Angeles, but when Notre
Dame comes to town, you can
"throw out all the odds.
The Fighting Irish continued to ignore UCLA's
hoinecourt advantage
Saturday night when they beat
the second-ranked Bruins 8178 for the third straight year at
Pauley and the fifth time in
the last six meetings between
these college baskeball
superpowers.
"This is the mecca, this is
Yankee Stadium," said a
jubilant Digger Phelps, coach
of the third-ranked Irish.
"Nobody's ever won „three
games here."
In another game involving
Top Ten teams, No. 10 Kentucky edged No. 5 Kansas 6766 in an overtime thriller.
Elsewhere, No. 4 Michigan
State edged Cal StateFullerton 92-89; No. 6
Michigan tripped Dayton 6661; No. 7 Louisville routed
Idaho 101-54; No. 8 North
Carolina State beat Campbell
College 108-83 and No. 9
Syracuse nipped Rhode Island
70-68.
Also, 12th-ranked LSU
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AP Special Correspondent
"Rich," was disinclined to packed in the room. The world'
Pete Rose's dramatic $3.2 compare any of his own clients watching.
million free agency ddysaey,__..w.th ttic.Fropy, 37-year-old . "Pete Rose is,a,Joacy.opecia I
will open the -door to the $1 Cincinnati third baseman who person. If he weren't, how
million-a-year ball player, but signed a four-year contract could you account for so many
don't expect that gaudy price with the Philadelphia Phillies teams, some who had shunned
tag to become the norm • for at $800,000 a year, Making him the free agent market in the
baseball supermen, argues the highest paid man in the past, bidding for his services?
. one of the country's leading game.
He had made himself an intalent marketeers.
"Most players have no right stitution
•
- "The econcardeS Otthe game to—tdriipare themselves with
Rose
conducted
his
will not support such-an elitist Pete Rose," the Pittsburgh whirlwind negotiating trip in a
figure," added Tom Reich of attorney said. "Pete has privately chartered plane and
Pittsburgh, attorney and legal turned out to be one of the announced his decision under
advisor for such gaudy baseball legends of the times, the klieg lights Of a national
commodities as the Pirates' a
man
whose
field forum.
big Dave Parker and Cin- achievements are spoken of in. .He immodestly called
cinnati's Joe Morgan and the same breath with Ty Cobb. himself "No. • 1 in my
"But he had a lot more going profession — the best ih the
George Foster, among others.
''But,7-froq-ir . the baseball for him than statistics. He is a
world."
standrbint, the event was the great competitor. He has built
equivalent of breaking the up tremendous charisma. As
----.•*--fonrottirtete - - barrier t,p-the Al itesenef-thenkeies,said.,
VLSI Yill-W-PAPET,
mile. The visille impact was 'Rose puts people in the ball
Sabscribers who have not
stupendous. It is bound to park."
received their home-delivered
shake the industry. It .will
Reich said Rose's value was
C7 of The Murray Ledger
break new ground in the demonstrated in the national.
already intense realm of attention given to, his official - newts by 3:30 p.m. Monday.
6.1161, of by 3:30 p.m. am Solarannouncement last week at
salary negotiations.
days are urged to call 733-1916
"Every man in baseball will the annual baseball meetings
between 5:30 p.m end 6 p.m.,
look at what Rose did, re- in Orlando, Fla., home of
examine his own skills and Disney World.
alkiad
ay. or 330 p.m.
-friday,
"It was like an Oscar Award
measure them by what is
aid4 p.m. Saturdays, to insure
viewed as the new market ceremony," he added. "On
&every of the newspaper. Calls
center stage in the midst of
value."
must be placed by 6p.m. week •
As legal representative . of 2,000 baseball men — owners,
bays at 4 p.m. Saturdays to
some of the game's premier managers, marketing, radio
guarantee delivery.
performers. Reich, who and TV interests, newsmen,
!-
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whipped Tulane 91.88; No. 13
Kentucky staged a miracle
Texas walloped Oklahoma finish,
scoring seven points in
State 85-70; No. 14 North the
last 21 seconds to beat
Carolina posted an 85-56 I5,Ansas.
The winning point
victory over Jacksonville; No. was
virtually handed to the
16 Marquette beat Missouri 74Wildcats by Kansas Coach
57; No. 17 San Francisco
TeclOwens when he was called
hammered Sacramento State .for a
technical foul for ex78-59; Villanova shocked No. ,ceeding
his allotted timeouts
18 Rutgers 86-67; No. 19
at the end. Kyle Macy conMaryland smashed Biscayne verted the
technical with three
86-60 and No. 20 Georgetown seconds
left.
took a 77-71 decision over St.
Owens blamed not only
John's.
himself but the officials for the
In
tournament
play, stunning loss.
Brigham Young won the
Greg Kelsor's 27 points
Cougar Classic with a 76-64
paced
Michigan State over Cal
victory over Purdue; North
Carolina-Charlotte took the StateFullerton. Mike MeGh^e
First Union Invitational with a and Phil Hubbard, Michigan's
66-61 decision over George Big Two, teamed for 44 points
Washington University and as the Wolverines beat
Indiana State beat Cleveland Daytdn'.
State 102-71 in the finals of the
Louisville outclassed Idaho
Hatter Classic.
behind a 29-point performance
In the finals of the Bayou by Darrell Griffith, The
Classic, Southwestern Cardinals held Idaho to 19
Louisiana defeated Southern points in the first half.
University 100-82; Florida-North_ Carolina State
Southern won the Citrus
Campbell
as
Invitational by beating defeated
Mercer 72-70, and Cornell won Hawkeye Whitney scored 27
the Big Red Classic with a 61- points. Roosevelt Bouie and
Hal Cohen each sank foul
57 decision over Colgate.
Kelly Tripucka and Rich shots in the final 31 seconds to
Branning led the big Irish clinch Syracuse's victory.over
victory, each scoring 21 Rhode Island.
points. Tripucka had five
Al Green and Lionel Green
straight points for Notre combined for 56 points to lead
Dame in the last six minutes ISU over Tulane. Tyrone
to provide the Irish with a 67- Branyan's 28 points and 13
62 lead and their eventual rebounds paced Texas over
winning point.
Oklahoma State.

CHRISTMA
Be prepared
this winter!
Ch 9 is your instant
hotline for highway
emergency aid
'

FOR HIGHWAY,SAFETY GIFTS PLUS REGULAR LOW PRICES ON UNIQUE RADI

OS!

MOBILE WITH AUTOMATIC
CH.9 MONITOR!

I 753-3064
1753-2471
753-51119-4
-753-1833
1 753-1463

.
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29
?le
17995

is

Monitors Emergency Channel 9 and your selected channel
Locks
in on first channel received. 3-way S/RF/SWR meter plus
ANL
and noise blanker. Keep safety in mind at Christmas and all year!
21-1532

MOBILE WITH CH.9
PRIORITY SWITCH!

$

as
seen on
national

•

TRC-427 by Realistic

TV

SAY
6095

Reg. 14995

0 QMOu
RE CUM

TONE

&

Instant switching between Emergency Channel 9 and your
Selected channel Large S/RF meter and antenna warning
indicator_LSwitchkle autortiatie-notse-iimiter 21,1-514
-

CHARGE IT,
(MOST STORES)

•h11,4, GREAT GIFTS, BIG SAVINGS-BASE STATIONS!

AM/SSB BASE/MOBILE

BASE-GOES MOBILE TOO!

TRC-458 by Realistic

Navaho' TRC-431 by Realistic

95
sky
9r

PHONE-STYLE PRIVACY!
1,924s:Julituktic

29P

von,

er"

359"

17999

SAVE *50

by Realistic

Quartz circuitry for rock-stable performance on all 40 AM,80 upper/
lower sideband channels, triple
powes on SSB AC/DC cables

Pushbutton electronic channel
switching. Ch. 9 priority button.
Push-to-talk phone handset plus
switched, built-in speaker 21-1543

21-1544

BASE STATION
PREAMP MIKE

SAVE *60

Reg.
259" -

Keep in touch with family,friends!
Features up-front speaker. ANL
and PA capability. AC/DC cables.

21-1591

NOISE CANCELLING
MIKE

SWR METER WITH 1495
2-WAY SWITCH

by Realistic

by Micronta.

395 79
5

Reg
299'

SPECIAL
Tuesday, Dec. 12th
Only

iiI-

TR C-425 by Realistic

With

;hwy.
)efore

rpt
uld
ric
tad
An
me
ter
a
:he

Reg.
19"

Reg. 16"
Touch -bar transmit/lock Switch
Req 2 -AA- batis, 21-1173

POCKET PORTABLE
AM/CB RADIO
by Realistic

17"

Onion Rings

• Instantly Switch Between Antennas
• Measures System SWRs

Get your message through clearly!
Cuts background noises 21-1174

21 521

MOBILE AM/SINGLE SIDEBAND FOR
GREATER RANGE, MORE CHANNELS
TRC-448 by Realistic

WIkl 9V
b a I"
4
x 2 3/4
x '
12 606

Reg. 16995
269"
Triple power -triple channels Clanfier for fine tuning SSB, automatic modulation gain circuit
gives 100% talk power without power mike 21.1561

GIVE A WEATHERADIO FOR SEVERE WEATHER WARNINGS 24 HOURS A DAY!
ORIGINAL WEATHERADIO! TRAVELING WEATHERADIO
by Realistic

by Realistic

1695 1295
Touch bar
njf0-1 9V
tatt incl
12 181

range depending on
terrain With
9V bait
12-156

SMART SANTAS SHOP

THE SHACKe

IL A DIVISION OF TANOT CORPORATION

by Realistic

95
Standby monitor triggers alarm
when weather threatens For
1 20V AC' 12 191

'MOST STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS 'TIL CHRISTMASI

______

Murray, Ky.

WEAMER ALERT RADIO SOUNDS
WEATHER ALARM!

.HrsMon-Sat194

Closed;
ilinday
Thru Christmas

Most items
also available at
Radio Shack
Look
Shos
s.gn in your
neighborhood

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORIS
J

ir
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A Consumer Tip
from EAriension Specialists at
due UK College of Agriculture
Why does honey rarely go
bad? Because most germs
don't have a sweet tooth,
according to UK Cooperative
Extension Service food
specialist. Most spoilage organisms won't grow in as high a
sugar concentration as found
in honey. White and brown
sugar rarely spoil, either.

For Up To The Minute

Grain Prices
Call...
Hutson Groin Ter minal

Farmers
Air
Service
Murray Calloway
County Airport
Aviation
Serving
Agriculture
Phone
489-2216

Hours: 6 a. m.-10 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
Except Holidays

Hutson Grain
Terminal
Larry Hoth-Mgr

County Extension Agent
For Home Economics

Farmers Friend Swine
Feeding Program
Pig Starters
*Supplements
.*Pre-Mixes
Available At

- Calloway County Co-Op
Your No. 1 Farm Store

Seal a

'

real miser when it .comes to
using gas or electricity, and
every little bit of energy saved
Makes a jiffftrence, these
days. - , It's wonderful time-saver. It
can conserve food nutrients,
too. Try planning a week's
menus around this kitchen
helper and you'll be convinced
of its usefulness — both to
your family and to the state
energy department in its
current conservations campaign:
Don't limit your pressure ,
saucepan to quick-cooking
verttables or a poi roast. You
can also prepare gourmet
dinners and stews with it, 'as
,well as cereals, breads, and
even desserts.
Using a
amount of
Water keeps down ifie logs of
• vitamins and minerals that
might otherwise dissolve in
_ the cooking liquid and be
Once the presaure sauctpan
heats up to cooking temperature, the heat is turned
down to the lowest level at
which it can maintain the
necessary pressure. This
means that a high heat setting
is needed for only a few
minutes, and foods cook in
one-fourth or less of the usual
time.
If you haven't used your
pressure cooker for a while, be
sure the rubber basket hasn't
deteriorated. It should be
smooth and sound and snugfitting; so that it will not leak
steam and lower the pot's
efficiency.
Many hardware stores stock
gaskets for various sizes and
brands of pressure saucepans.
Don't try to "make do" with
an old gasket that has lost its
elasticity.
Study the recipe book and
manual that came with your
saucepan. If you've lost it,
send to the manufacturer for a
replacement. You'll need it for
instructions on using your
saucepan, for recipes, and for
exact processing times and
pressure settings.
Pressure cooking quickly
seasons and tenderizes
budget-priced meat cuts that
;usually need halls of Min-

When you cook cereals, rice
You can make bread pudmering. Potatoes and other
vegetables can be added dings, Boston brown bread, and pasts, never allow the
during the last few minutes, dumplings,.custards, steamed pressure cooker to be more
Soups and stews are par- puddings, and all sorts of_ fruit than clhe-half full.
-,7:1,14terroweattrar-sataty.41gasF---:-you should know, too. It is
prepare with a pressure cooker..
Use it to reconstitute and important to study your insaucepan. You can quickly
thaw and partially cook a cook dried fruits and struction manual carefully.
•
For example, here are some of
stewing hen, for instance. vegetables, too.
the rules to leant:
CrioirThreakftist—
.
viilr
it
—
PutThen cook it and bone it,
— Never remove the
the meat back in the cooker, cereals" such as oatmeal,
add vegetables and seasoning, cornmeal, barley and grits in pressure-indicator weight
and cook it a little longer. from 2 to 25 minutes. It's a until the stem returns to the
Serve it with crisp crackers quick way to prepare rice and "down" or no-pressure
position.
,
pasta, too.
and a salad.
— Never take the cover off
without first removing the
pressure indicator weight.
— Never put the pressureindicator weight in water.
This could cause it to corrode.
Live steam from the vent pipe
in the cooker lid will keep it
clean and sterile.
— Never fill the - cooker
more than two-thirds full.
— Never force the cover off.
If it doesn't unlock easily,
—there—Is still pressure inside
the cooker.
For more ideas on saving
energy allover the house, stop
by the County Extension
Office at 209 Maple Street

JIMMY JOE HALF, son of Mr. and Mrs. 1)v,a“le Hale,
Kirksey Route 1, has been selected as member of,the
month for November by the Calloway County Chapter
of Future Farmers of America. He was selected as a
result of winning the chapter rrA Contest sponsored by
the Courier-Journal and Louisville Times, placing in the
top tin the Soil Conservation essay contest, and serving
as a chapter representative to the National ITA -Convention in Kansas City, Mo. Jimmy, a senior at Calloway
County High School, is presently serving as I-1A Chapter
secretary.

.Act before year end for big
1978 savings on . .
• Finance charges
• Depreciation allowance,
• Investment tax credit

CAN FULL OF COINS
in our little tin can
for your niece and nephew.

Buying machinery lor your opens
lion IS your business ours is
financing agriculkire We re
the farm credit people
That's our specialty.
So 'when you've got
plans for mactunerylhat call
for cash, count on PCA
leadervin farrn machinery financing- We understand your needs

lops and small And we re commit
fed to. heldirtg you achieve your
Oafs YOU II find that PCA has
the flexibility to tail& loin
terms and repayment to fit
your particular plan We
hear you talking We under
stand And with your Sound
plant for new machirlery and our
rnOnay, you can buy it your way

r Jackson Purchase PCA
305 N. 4th, Murray,

PIE? Mainne 753-0489

Good deals on new Massey.
Ferguson farm tractors are
now even better. Buy now
and pay no finance charges*
until April 1, 1979. This offer good on all MF farm tractors from the MF 230 (34
h.p.) thrOugh the MF 4880'
Four-Wheel-Drive (320 h.p.)

• 753-5602
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MEMBERS OF the Calloway County High School Chapter of Future Farmers of America are pictured with-liearn
Christopher, Jr. (left) in Kansas City, Mo., after ttour of the Kansas City Board of Trade. The fFA members were in
Kansas City for the National FFA Convention, November 7 - 10. The group toured the B.C. Christopher Company offices and observed the trading of wheat contracts at the Kansas City board of Trade. Pictured left to right are
Christopher, Dave Watson, Barry Canter, Mickey Overby. Steve Enoch, Joe Dan Taylor and Jamie Potts, -Vo-Ag
Teacher. Kneeling are Jimmy Joe Hale and Ricky Cunningham.
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See Calloway Co-Op
Call Jerry Brown
753-9880
For Earl • Booking Details

*When financed with
Massey-Ferguson Credit
Corporation.
Offer ends January 26, 1979
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Attempts on your part to be
FOR TUESDAY,DECEMa matchmaker may not work
HER 12,1978
What kind of day will out. You may Introduce one
tomorroT be' To find out what friend to another and find that
the stars sap, read the sneither one warms up to the
forecast given for your birthother.
CAPRICORN
Sign.
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
Envy may be at the root of a
ARIES
work-related problem today.
,Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Communications with
You can't expect everybody to
be your friend. Remain
others are marred by
unresolved conflicts. Take cheerful and go about-your
time out now to discover what business.
is really bothering you.
AQUARIUS
TAURUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Apr. 20 to May 20)
Differences of religion and
The straight and narrow is philosophy sometimes have to
the best path to pursue in be respected. You can't
financial matters today. Be convert everybody to nor
view.
Avoid
wary of questionable pur- point of
chases, suspected con-artists, proselytizing.
and so-called bargains.
PISCES
GEMINI
19 to Mar. 20)
( May 21 to June 20) 4
4*
Tension on the homefront is
A casual get-together may possible today, but don't let
have its tense moments. In the worry about it interfere with
p.m. keep lines of corn- sleeping habits in the late p.m.
munication
with
open
GREET GUESTS— Officials of the Murray.Operation of the Tappan Company were on _hand Saturday to greet
YOU BORN TODAY are
someone close. Avoid cutting both artistic and idealistic.
visitors to the plant during Open House. Left to right are f (Red) Howe, Sr., plant manager E.J. Havergock, and
remarks.
Bobby Johnson. At right is Murray Chamber of Commerce e‘eiutive vice president James Johnson.
Your flair for the written and
spoken word can find a ready
CANCER
Staff Photo By Gene McCutchron
June 21 to July 22) 184.:4 outlet in law, for you are very
convincing
in argument.
Moments by yourself won't
However, your artistic tenbe peaceful unless you come to
terms with a domestic dencies may lead you into
problem. Don't allow un- such fields as design, acting,
and writing. For your best
conscious resentments to
success, you must forego a
accumulate.
tendency to scatter your
LEO
By HERBERT SPARROW
energies, and you must learn
those considered ready for
Children must be tested and seventy-fifth percentile or
( July 23 to Aug. 22)
to finish what you start. You'd
Associated Press Writer
kindergarten or first grade the results and applications above to be granted an
Friends may find you
find a mental occupation most
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) — can enter school.
somewhat fixed in your
forwarded to the Department exemption.
congenial and could succeed The state Department of
The local school districts
opinions or intent on your own
Randy Kimbrough, deputy of Education by July 1 each
as an educator, welfare Education has completed superintendent
purposes. Give others a
for
in- year. The board will then rule will be required to publish at
worker and as a spokesman development of a program of struction, said the regulation in time for the local district to least three notices in their
chance to express their
for the principles in wtSch you exemptions from a new state has been develojped by the plan their student needs for local newspapers, beginning
viewpoints.
believe. Birthdate of: Frank law raising the school en- department's `-Offroe of the coming school year.
no later than April 1 of each
VIRGO
Sinatra, entertainer; trance age.
,Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Research and Planning.
Mrs. Kimbrough said it is year, of the rights of the
Flaubert, writer; and John
Milli- may
not
be
A proposed regulation
Mrs. Kimbrough saidImpossible
estimate how parent or legal guardian to
Osborne, playwright.
responsive to your efforts to
outlining procedures parents office tried to coonsider all many children will be affected make the application, the time
rearrange the furniture ,
seeking an exemption for their possible situations that might and how many will apply for frame for the tests and the
around midnight. Go to bed
children must follow will be arise, and the drafters of the the exemptions, but she said it person to contact for the
Prices of stock of local interkst a.
and force no issues. Curb noon
considered by the state Board regulation Ailed to look at its could total as many as one- application.
FDT oda
'
_
—
ferr-iiiametibiratuk$aaan,
..81.151---Corpl:'orMarray;aefdtl
dary Education at its regular perspective of, local ichool popUlbtion.
RIX MORGAN, M.D.
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
So sbys the VA..
• b,
(drop.
quarterly meeting Tuesday.
..3.03
districts.
Persons moving into the •,-Industrial Average
Somewhat stand-offish and
The law requires that a
Taking
applications,
state
the
will
have
Until
the
end
of
1+
24,
aloof today, you may resent sir Products
unr student be silt_ by Sept. 1 to testing and..scoring....wile,.* the first month of school to .- -go
sew
-others' attempts to get to Amencan Motors
491i -4-'4
enter first grade .or five by done on the local level. But the make application for their
';'30-F"
611
.+14
know you better. Matters at a American Telephone
state board must give final child to start kindergarten or
5413 Skta -that date to enter kinBonanza
distance require attention.
Chr sler
dergarten. The current cut off approval before any child is first grade.
414 uric
Ford Motor
1114.4.
GAF
SCORPIO
date is Dec. 31.
allowed to start school early.
The department has decided
1314 b, 131..a
General Care
( Oct 23 to Nov. 21)
The law was passed by the
The
Department
of upon two existing. readiness
TD
41
General Dynamics
Hidden factors affect General Mt‘ors
1978 General Asèmb1y ädEücátióñ Will --suplAY Toca I tes6. -They are the --IAP-D
254-4
General Tire
business transactions now. Goodrich
goes into effect with the 1979- districts with standard ap17+1,
Learning Accomplishment
Just what these are remains to Hardees
plication - forms. The forms Profile
une • 80 school year.
Diagnostic
29+ak
Etwiggein
be seen. Be circumspect in • IBM
.
3
276% 2
The law requires the must be signed by parents or Assessment test) for kinone
•
Pennwalt
34
behavior, but avoid snooping
Education Department to legal guardians, certifying de rgarten
and
2414.+up
the
ker Oats
about.
9-14
?
:08n
I
develop a system of readiness that they have conferred with Metropolitan Readiness Test
Contact neeeeet VA office
244-4
Texaco
SAGITTARIUS
(check your phone book) or
221v+ t*
tests for children born bet- local school district personnel for first grade.
Wal-Mart
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 3e
a local veterans group.
25,.b.26a
Wendys
ween Sept. 1 and Dec. 31 so on the matter.
A child must score at the
.

(Feb.

ticide

Program Of Exemptions From
School Age Law Now Developed

412

Make Playing'Safe For
Christmas Says Agency
Playing should be made safe dangerous and should be kept
this Christmas, the American in good repair. They should
Red Cross advises. The always carry the UL(Electric
organization urges parents to Underwriters) test label and
shop carefully when buying be used under supervision. An
toys in order to protect their electric train or racing game
children from potential should have a circuit breaker
danger.
on the transformer. And a
Many playthings on the child should be taught the
market today can cause harm. correct way to plus and unThe Red Cross 'cautions plug an electric toy.
,hoppers to check to make
The Red Cross asks parents
sure a toy is not covered with to try to match theloy to the
-Lead-based paint because of age, ability and interest of the
theAcanger of poison to any child. Although consumer
child vOiciiicks it.
groups have sought to bring
Another"
,
important con- dangerous toys to the atsideration in choosing a tention of the public, parents
plaything is its construction still have the primary
and size: It should be diira,bly responsibility for assuring
constructed and its parts, that they are safe.
should be large enough so a
child cannot swallow it.
WEDKNIG HI-JEtX
A safe rule-of-thumb: The
LONDOIstTifil API —
toy or its detachable parts
should be larger than a child's Bridegroom To
McGowan
fist. Even soft stuffed dolls was taken to thes7altar in
and animals offer potential handcuffs and brick? Weigly
lfazards if they have button Morris was stopped by police
eyes that can be pulled or on her way to the choich.
But the two aren't eriminals
chewed off and swallowed.
Toys should be examined for — both are constables on the
wood than can splinter, metal London city police force. Their
with sharp edges, or plastics colleagues decided to have
some fun and took part in the
that can break.
Electric toys are also ceremony.

you want
it."

nP

Stock Market

LAUNDERED AND PREC310
TO PERFECTION

PRICES GOOD
DEC. 12,TUE..13,14WED.,TNUR
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Slowing osteoporosis

kat

DEAR DR LAMB -- It is' some of them may
my nusfortune to have a or crumble away fracture
This is
deKenerative bone disease what causes the person
caBed osteoporosis I am get shorter. Mr disease to
is
losing. height as the result of most likely to affect
this.• My full height was 4 women Large womensmall
with
feet 11 but I have lost three large skeletqns and
lots of
inches already. so 1 am now bone seem to be less likely to
only 4 feet 8 I would like to have it
know if there is anything I
The softening of the spine
could do to slow the process creates a dowager's hump
or to stop it altogether
that you see in some women.
DEAR READER .1 hope All you need to do is look
you are seeing your doctor around in public to see a lot
Your disease is very corn- of these.
n10151,
;particularly in women
Women who are-bn calas the) get older It starts cium deficient diets are
fhe
• usu011y after the rneno- times as likely to develop
pa usie It means porous this disorder as are women
bones and it's caused by a who have a normal amount
loss of calcium 'and loss of of calcium in the diet.
bone cells The vertebrae
I am sending you The
simply get smaller and, be- Health Letter number 6-10,
cause they lose calciwn, Osteoporosis, Bone Soften-

b

0 Wear Y

1 lisprbed
5 aPle genus
.. en1?t
.rkish regi-_
ent
13
urch part
14 nger
'5 ;kyle'
'7 CifOmes back
'9 *eirder
.1 Remainder
:2 Rtfectsonate
24 otompass pt
Gontunction
26 tak ,
arpens
27
29 4,st
.
31 norm '''
;noun 3 ins
*other
34 q*le_seed
35.Symbol for
teHutium
36 warts on
38 Things. in

3/

39 Devoured
40 Tedtonic
deity
41 Station
42 Ti
EE kital-e!eacty
'48 Growing out
of
'51 Ventilate
54 Solar J-sk
55 Make lace
.4; 56 Peel
57 Grant use o;
DOWN
1 Batter
2 Beverage
3 Ancestors

5 Article
6 Caning
--7 Always
8
9 Rented
10 Sea eagles
11 — egg
18 Time period
Abbr
18 Vases
20 Bury
22 Violin part
23 Bacteriologist S wire
25 Imitates
27 Pintail duck
28 Secret
29 Insects
30 Direction
34 Divide proportionally
36 WAlk
37 Overlay

2. NOTICE
GREENUP, Ky. (AP) —
About 50 Morehead State
University students were
stranded at Greenbo Lake
State itesort Park here over
the weekend, waiting for high
waters that blocked access
roads to recede.
Larry Stephenson, dean of
students at the university,
said the students, mostly men
with some females, were
members of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity, who went
to the park Friday on a
Christmas party.

RightTits atthetght priced-Here.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
• AC&

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
ally painless except during individualized. Meanwhile,
the fractUres of vertebrae. as a general preventive
Then the pain can be quite measure to avoid or minisevere because of pressure mize this disease, I think
on nerves.
middle-aged women should
In any case, I think the all be certain that they are
disease is serious enough getting enough calcium and
that anyone who has it all should have a regular
should be under regular exercise proAram_that is
medical care. It is important suitable on an Individualized
to learn what you can do in basis for them.
terms of regular exercises,
which ones are useful to help
build up your body strength
Losses from fires in the
and how to avoid injuring United States totaled
an
yourself with lifting or any- estimated $297
million in
thing of that nature.
September, according to the
Because the disease varInformation
ies so much from rather Insurance
mild to very severe, any Institute. This represented a
exercise program to help 4.2 percent increase over the
prevent deformity has to be same month of 1977.

mg, to give you more information about this disease
Some doctors have reOther readers who want this ported good results in
using
issue can send 50 cents with hormones in women who
are
a long, stamped, self-ad- deficient in hormone
dressed envelope for it. Send change in hormone s. The
producyour request tome in care of tion after the
menopause
this newspaper, ?A). Box seems to be one
1551, Radio City Station, factors in causing of the
this disNew York, NY 10019.
ease.
As The Health Letter I am
Other doctors have resending you explains, there ported good results
from a
are several different ways of combination of
calcium, vitreating this problem. Your tamin D and fluoride
. In any
diet is very important and case, the disease can cause
you should be certain to get quite a bit of trouble because
enough calcium. I would like as the bones degenerate and
to see you get at least one- deform the chest, they affect
and-a-half grams of calcium the way the ribs move.
a day; this is about the same Eventually this limits the
amount you would find in ability of the person to
one quart of fortified skim breathe. The disease is usu-

Fifty Mcirehead State Students
Stranded At Greenbo State Park
Members of the group
telephoned Sunday to say all
access routes were closed.
- State_ police at Ashland
confirmed that Kentucky
routes 1, 3 and 7 leading to the
park were under water in
some places.
Stephenson
said
the
students were safe, and would
remain at the park until the
high waters receded. -They
are at the lodge and are in
good hands. Everything is
fine, they'll just have to wait
awhile before they can get
out," he added.
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MINTS

I'M MAKIN& tILUSTRATIONS
FOR MY BOOK ABOUT
THE LIFE OF BEETHOVEN

HERE HE IS JUST A •
FEW MINUTES AFTER
HE WAS BORN... •

SHOP EARLY
-rtifs
'
-` •
-3.LEGAL NOTICE
A FINAL settlement of ttc
'counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Reba Alexanc er, c
Excutrix,
of the estate 4f Comus
Alexander, de eased
Exceptions to this settlement

must be filed in the Calloway,
district court on or before '
Deceihber 27, 1978, date of
hearing. Frances W Shea,
C Wk.,_

AND HERE HE t5
JUST BEFORE HE DIED

A FINAL settlement of accounts has been tiled in the
Calloway district court by
Gladys Hale, Executrix, of
the estate of Oscar Hale,
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway district court
cr or before December
273.9_78, the date of hearing.
F at
n -as W Shea,Clerk

THAT'S E I GM

IA'
I'D LIKE TO RET'URINI
A.BOOK

WM weer.

IT DIDN'T

WOK

emirs Sereheabi wt

BEETLE,IM GONNA GIVE
YOU THE WORST
POUNDING
YOU'VE EVER HA. DI! •

Pozt

A FINAL settlement ot accounts has been filed in the
Callaway district court by Ed
West and Heron West, Co.
Executers, of the estate of
Owen Mason West, deceased.
Exceptions to thit-setillement
must be filed in the Calloway
• district court on or before
December 21, 1978, the date
of gearinct. Frances W. Shea,
Clerk .

1. LEGAL NOTICE

cl

1. LEGAL NOTICE

NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
_A-he
following
estate
fiduciary appointments have
been made in the Calloway
district court. All claims
against these, estates should
be filed with the fiduciary
within six months of date of
qualification. Thomas W.
Nesbitt, Rt. 3, Hazel, KY.
dec'd. Richard Nesbitt, Rt. 1,
A FINAL settlement of acHazel, . KY., Executor.
counts has been filed in the
Flossie
Andrus,
1721
Calloway district court by
Keenland
Dr., dec'd. Euroll
Hal Smith and Pail! Smith,
Andrus,
Keenland
1721
Dr.,
Co-Administrators of the
Murray, KY., Executor.
_estate of Delle _Smith,
Melda Waldrop, 1602 Miller,
deceased. Exceptions to this
Murray, KY., dec'd, Isbell
settlement must be filed in
W.
Hunt, 3819 KnowIlwood
the Calldway districtcourt on
Dr., Chattanooga, TN, Co.
or before December 27, 1978,
Executor, Charles W.
the date of hearing. Frances
Waldrop, Jr., 921 Sequoia,
W. Shea, Clerk.
.Lancaster,
TX.,
Co
Executor Margaret Lucille
.A FINAL settliKnent of
Clifford, Mur ray,-14 dec'd,
has-rieerttileil in The- Lowell Edmond Clifford, 417
Calloway district court by
Sycamore St., Murray, KY,
Ronald Lockhart, committee
Executor. Claude Anderson,
for vanda Jean Russell,
Rt. 1,- Hazel, KY, dec'd,
incompetent Exceptions to
Flavit Robertosn, 211 S 13th
this settlement must be filed
St., Murray, KY, Co.
in the Calloway district court
Executor_ Lavern Fleischon of' before December, 1978,
man, 2102 Sharondale Dr.,
the-date of hearing. Frances
Nashville, TN, Co-Executor.
W Shea, Clerk,
Zepha Cochran, MurraY, KY,
dec'd, Leroy Cochran, 500 S
A FINAL settlement of ac
8th St., Murray, KY,'
counts has been filed in the
Executor. Charles, T. Miller,
Calloway district court by
dec'd, Faye Miller,816 N 20th
Lavonda
. Williams,
St , Murray,n(Y, Executrix.
Adminstratrix, of the estate
James
Cregory,
Lee
of Owen King, deceased.
Murray, KY, dec'd, Lois
Exceptions to thissettlement
Gregory„
Broach.
St.,
108
must be filed in the Calloway
Murray, KY, Executrix.
district court on or before
Raymond
Jackson,
R
t.1,
December 27,1978, the date of
Almo, KY, Joel Dean
hearing. Frances W. Shea,
Jackson,
Almo,
KY,
Clerk.
Executor, Mamie Nance
AFINAL settlement of acPage, dec'd, Grover Wright
counts has been filed in the
Page, 1310 Sycamore St.,
Calloway district court by
Murray, KY, Executor.
Beaman,
Joseph Franklin Page, dec'd,
, W.H
Administratrix, of the estate
Grover Wright Page, 1310
of Ruby Jackson, deceased.
Sycamore St., Murray, KY,
Exceptions to this settlement
Executor. Carl Apron Davis,
filed
in
be
'must
the Calloway
,dec'd, Lucile Davis Outland,
district court on or before
Rt. 5, • Murray, KY,
December 27, 1978, the date
Executrix. Frances W. Shea
Clerk.
of hearing. Frances W. Shea,
Clerk.

A FINAL settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by Jo
Robertson Elkins and John
F. Graham, Co-Executors, of
the estate of Carmon
McWade Graham, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
district court on or before
December 27, 1978, the date
(*hearing. Frances W Shea,
Clerk.

2Pla
7neemai?e
get4
acit.044
Beek

A RINAL settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Rheamond
Wright,
Executor, of the estate of
George T Rhea, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
- district court on or before
December 27,- 1978, the date
of hearing. Frances W. Shea,

Clerk.

A FINAL settlement of accounts. has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Nat Ryan Hughes, executor
of the estate, of Marion
.McCarthy, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
dislrict court on or before
December 27, 1978, the date
of hearing. Frances W. Shea,
Clerk. 2. NOTICE

441

WANT ADS

1411PA

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
611 display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.

1NEW 1971

/Sr

-1.4v-cc
7‘.

Kula
• I. CAN'T DECIDE
WHETHER TO C7C
R 'TODAY

IF I DO GO,HE.c.L1-10Li_ER 'AT- ME

kE DECIDED TO TAKE
-1-04E HOLLER AND
THE DOLLAR

Professionally decorated home in the county
with 3 bedrooms, dining room, garage, 2 baths,
and the softest carpet you ever saw. Central heat
& air, built just this year, and priced at only
$39,500. Owner has been transferred and must
sell Here is your chance bra bargain!!

Christmas
Special

uVeraerriallrell

3

Waffle Trainer

)1-

.14 Waffle Trainer

HOW
AISOUT

THAT?

POLICE

JUST 1.ISTED! 4 bedroom farm home on 5 acres
Of land located West of Lynn Grove. Needs
redecorating. Land has big trees in yard, good
garden spot and sonic small outbuildings. Good
investment for only $20,000. Better beat y•our
neighbor to his bargain..

52395

All'Court.Canvai%.

1395

RacquelIc Leaiher(1.1v

'219'
3

Mens Roadrunner
44
izikr11111
, 1y 444.•

I

„
I
SPORTING GOODS

Sinoll 120 of Sycamore
ittielPhotre 753 1851
P.O. Bev 181

es_

12041441. Cliestnur

--"
..-.753
‘
-frU42
1
.4rmiii4ggiagrairdiar.4644160,,
4

-

Ronnie Pea 753-7261
Edna Knight 753-4910
AttskustarY4341.1.71L •..-111214.374—
lay Robekel 436-5650
Annii Requarth 753-2477

The I
Care I
in me.
CLIN
medit
scribi
office
CLIN
WOFt/
1979.
prehe
patiei
Mast(
Apply
702 M

Al,F. 11
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OLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

te Park
2,140TICE

the group
ay to say all
-e closed.
at Ashland
t Kentucky
eading to the
n• water in

2. NOTICE
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates,
satisfied
refrences. Vibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Free scotch
gaurd 753 5827.

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

I

to A Spei tall} At

said
the
`e, and would
ark until the
eded. "They .
and are in
ierything is
have to wait
ley can get

We Buy A Sell

Starks Mardware

Cattle

12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

DeLyn Farms
489-2663
I

1

2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE
GIVE A GIFT of love, a
picture of family, parents, or
grandparents. we can make
a
beautifut
Christmas
present
from
an
old
photograph.
Such
a
cherished memory will last
through the years Ready for
Christmas giving. West
Kentucky's finest Copy and
restoration. Carter's Studio.
Murray, KY. 753-8289.
GOD IS LOVE; If you woula
like to know anything about
the Bible, call 759-4600. 24
hour phone; not a tape. Bible
Facts.
GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
custom made picture frames
and mirrors Storm windows
and doors repaired. Glass
table
tops and shelves.
Shower doors and patio
doors. Store front work and
Plexsglass and window glass
replaced

-••••••=,
r

If You
Need Them:
Fire
Police......
Resale
emblem . .

. 753-5131
Eserial“
lhame
Society . . .
159-1141
Coaptatertsive
Care •
. 753-4622
Poison Control
753-751*
Senior Citirens
. 753-0929
NetIlirte
. 753-NEED
Learn To teed
. 153-22U
Foster
Parenting
. 753-5362
Airport
489-2414
Parenis'Anonymous. 159-1792.
.759-4875 or 753-9261

Ad

SOCIAL
CONCERNS
COMMITTEE •
&
_
- THE LEDGER& TIMES

Beautiful 3 bedroom, 2 bath home on a large
shaded lot in an exclusive subdivision bordering
Oaks Country Club. Economical central gas heat
and central electric air. Lovely family room with
fireplace and 3 car garage.Priced at $61,500.

®

FOR iAll
Adv•rf/s•rs
or•
requested to check the
first insertion of ods for
correction.
This
newspaper
will
be
ritsponsible for only one
incorrect insertion ANY
ERROR
SHOULD
BE
REPORTED
IMMEDIATELY. SO. PLEASE
CHECK
YOUR
AD
CAREFULLTAND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR.

KOPPERUD
RwIty

153-1222

1,
40

GUITARS
GUITARS ,
GUITARS i

•

News, Society and
Sports
753-1918.
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified,
Circulation and the
Business Office may
he reached on 7531916 and 753-1917,

UP

Chuck's
Music Center

CARTER
-

14I1Main

Murray, Ky.

753-3682

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Zif_Z

STUDIO

•Weddings

Introducing exc ting new

NG

ads,
rs and
must
)31 12
3efore

Zenith Home Entertainment
TV Values!
•NEW 1979 oviriv
THE
BEST a
ZENITH
IS-VS-TERI 3
EVER!
g

de r
st be
noon
efore

-

t'*11

0

ity

.at
Ily
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10
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I ARE YOU STRUGGLING WITH
DEPRESSION? CALL 759-4444
AND ASK FOR TAPE NO. 11
..

Swimming
Pools
Western Ky. Pools

442-9741
Pallasoh, KT.

12. INSURANCE
Be are new writing insurance
on ne•6116 haus, wit6 3 dif
forest asenpanies. For best
rates contact Whom Iowa &sal (state, 302
N. 1216- 7S13161.
13. SALE OR TRADE
FOR SALE or trade, Chevy
Pick-up. Call 489.2615.
14. WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY good used
m6bie homes. Call 502.5271362.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
BOO'S- BUTCHER block
SOLID hard rock maple.
Expertly crafted, square Or
to choose from.
remind
Delightful to use made of
Northern hard rock maple.
S219. J. Logan'S, 505 Soth St.,
Mayfield, KY. Phone 2475648.
FOR SALE:: Used Singer
sewing machine,zigzag, all
regular attahments, sews
perfect, fully guaranteed,
full cash price, S39.50. Call
Martha Hopperc354-6521.

•Porfroits
15342118
Pt

WHAT WE do best is care.
Needline, 751-6333.
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
131h., phone 753-3128

PICTURE TNIS
Become a Wholesaler
of
Kodak
Film,
Eveready, Polaroid,
Westinghouse, Keystone Photo Products and
Developing. Minimum
Purchase of Product
only 65305. Call Mr.
Collins, Dept. R 112
toll-free at 800-6217725.

HELP WANTED: Hickory
Hut Barbecue, opening soon.
Needs 2 mature men to
barbecue. Apply Monday
through Friday, 8 to 5 pm, at
Throughbred
old
the
building, 806 Chestnut.
SECOND SHIFT supervisor.
Hours 4 pm to 1 am.
Supervisory -experience
Pension
necessary.
hospitalizationother
benefits. Mail resume, and
salary requirement to M.
Livingston and Co., PO Box
1039, Paducah, KY 42001.
Need
3.
HIRE
WILL
motivated 17-24 year old
males for Nuclear training.
Must be high school grad.
Have above average ability
in math, algebra. $T21
weekly. ' Room,
board,
medical. Two ytars paid
training. Call Navy (502) 7536439

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST or SOCIAL
WORKEl‘ADI be needed effective January 1,
1979. Magi will include rtOviding comprehensive mental health services on an outpatient basis to both children and adults.
Masters degree preferred.
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10:00-1:30 • •
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CAR BATTER-7E5 74
guaranteed, 522.101 36 month
&96,49and 60 month (id /renteed,
$3499
Wallin ,4•Irclwarr.
:
I
Paris, In
•••••11•O41111•Eltiliewheenesseeellidsomeltinsesell

•
Apply to Don Brock, Center Supervisor, MurrayCasospotoaentoive*ere -Genteel - . ,.--46100 asn.-51301
,
11r114f111:
• 702 Main Street, Murray, K Y 42071. FOE/AA
VIVI - Magter Charge ..111.00im -5 30 pm.•ley•Away

itmes

•
1
:'

if I

113 Itt if11-

8 Inch

Work
Boot

$22"

ReOaerg
All Leather
Except

Casual Dress
Shoes

Sole

1599
Western Store
Boors .9 Shoes For Ev•rytAing Under Th.Sun
/5114U

1st lieenines, 141asn.
Olympic Pim

AlwrnEV, KY

if11.111)ftSe Ito Oft

lief

-

_1,3

One Large Group

Sportswear

All Red
& Green
Items

f

1 Rack

Uniforms

Trina's Action Wear

LIT711

OFF

1/2-

416 lbraTi
Murray, KY

r
't

1
zilIPIP.ZIONSIMPOONrre11011.0110111114111114~41/POIrtrirt:01.

r

2

Very Thin With

Special

Murray
SutpEly Co.
..in
14.

4

L:t1

$209
Box

Lots of Christmas
Gifts To
Choose From

••,.. IA '

L.7 LO

4fi

Christmas Cards

Vinyl Case & Note Pad

4'

50 Yards

CrOty Cord
$f/98

Shaive
calculator
Model EL-8034 $

LITTLE PUDGY • over
weight downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
have not tried behavorial
modification! A new ap
proach! For infoimaticin call
759 4536.
ANTIQUE NATIONAL four
drqwer rash register- All
brass on oak stahcf MO.Call
436 5.412

it

All leather uppers, leather insole, leather Goodyear
welt, fully leather sock lining, rugged durable & long
lasting sole.

1/3

Son, Inc.

1 1•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••set
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•
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Mace* halal Mist imosiusud 1 •
•
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IMMO or Pustular anal
•
•
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•
%war*murk,
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TV Sales& Service
TUCKER II
4
•
a
lfrOLDWATER RD
1
1/ 9vi
vograegraparehromayeglyc..ftraihaurcimna •
•
•
•
•
PROFESSIONAL HELP WANTED
•
•
The Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive
•
Care Center is seeking two persons for a career
•
in mental health and mental retardation.
•
•
•
CLINICAL SECRETARY vacancy exists im•(hit- e.irgiiiil ly-riNs ciilleviiiiii rimges ppm big:
•
mediately. Duties will include typing, tran•if, small. Jima iiievieriNiceiii l'A q itisite. Jima
:
I
•
a image
scribing dictation, medical records and general
•
/Iile mi filifieS It, eirsiteriiiiiinirv. See our: 24, MISCELLANEOUS
A
office duties. Salary is competitive.

1

T•slom4 475d proms. ior
',ewe elorimbMity
c...47nlart on own who
mono Moo lering
0m40001% Como In
and try on II pair

Friday &
Saturday

205 So. 501
FOR SALE: 40" white
electric Stove. $35 Call 7531672.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call. 1.
44.3-6469. In Murray Call Tony
Montgomery 753.6760.
20. SPORTS EQUIP'.
MOPEDS
BATAVUS
Christmas Special, $39950,
$25, free accessories. Murray
Sport & Marine, 718 S 4th St.,
753-7400.
FOR SALE: Remngton 1100
shot gun, 3 inch magnum.
$185. White tail Compound
bow,$40. Call 753.6468.
22. MUSICAL
BALDWIN GRAND Piano,
63", mahogany, excellent
condition, $5500. Call 753(11,185.
FOR SALE: Conn trumpet
and case. Excellent con
dition. Would make nice
Christmas present. Priced
low. 753-0806
GIBSON MARAUDER,$250
Ventura 12 string. $200. 7530476,,call after 4 pin.
23. EXTERMINATING

ettetteelter 111

Vernon's

Pre-Christmas
Red and
Green
Sale

Used Furniture
Used Appliances
Used T.V.'s

Hodge &

27, MOB. HOME SALES
36. BUS. RENTALS
1972 ATLANTIC MOBILE
home. 12 X 60 with stove and
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
refrigerator, central air,
$3000. 492 8840.
campus has building for rent.
,Equipped
with gas heat and
21. HEATING & COOLING
conditioning. Call 753.3018
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. air
Cutting near New Concord, after 5 pm.
•
31. WANT TO RENT
Call 437-4228.
HELP!
MATURE
couple
SALE AUTOMATIC WOOD
needs to rent a house or
heater Deluxe cabinet, brick
trailer, preferably in the
lined, cast iron doors annd
grates.
Complete
with - country. Willing to do
repairs. Have excellent
blower, $299.99
Wallin
ref rences. Call 759-1975.
Hardware in Paris, TN.

BEDROOM, gas,
SALE: S1C1LL SAWS, model 1972, 2
furnished,
completely
/
4 inch blade,
538, 1.5 hp, 71
appliances, new
gold
harvest
$29.99, model 574, 13/4 hp, 71/4
drapes, large bath,
inch blade. $34.99, iviodei336 carpet,
uhder pinning $4700. Cali
nail bearing, 2 hp, 714 inch 753.4074
or 753-1877.
blade, $49.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
1969 MARIOTT, 12 X 52
STOREWIDE SALE: 30 to -mobile home, 2 bedroom,
50. saving. D's Shirts and furnished, ce,ntral air, and
Things, Hwy oe, Aurora, KY, under pinned. David Boyd.
474 8890. Kids long sleeved 753.8780.
trimmed shirts for $2.85 to 1969 TWO BEDROOM mobile
S5.31. Pile and flannel lined home for sale. Under pinned,
jackets 30 off. Our regular 100 amp meter pole and
blend t.shirts now $2_80. blocks included. In good
Men's knit tong .sleevkl condition, less than $3500.
shirts 40 off. Jeans, trim- 437-4742 or 753-1841.
med sweat shirts and ladies
TWO
1974
60'
12'
X
fashion tops 30. off Entire
trailer, all
BEDROOM
sale rack 50. off. Lettering electric,
furnished, central
and decals 30, off. Open 10
air, under pinned and
am to 6 pm,daily.
storage building. Located at
TARPS FOR Sale, 18 X 24, Fox
Meadows
Trailer
$120. 16 X 20, $100. 12 X 16, Courts. CAll 247-7388 after 4
S55. Call 753-5154.
Pm.

Wanted

I

KODACK MOVIE camera
outfit, XL 320, paid $101.88.
will take $80. 753 3109_
PRE OWNED
JEWELRY.
diamonds and miscellaneous
jewelry. Rogers Jewelry,
North Court Square, 145-10tc,
Paris, TN
SALE SKILL ROU-i'ER, ‘,2
hp. Model 548, $29 99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN.
26. TV-RADIO
SISSON'S
ZERITH,"more
for your money" sale Get
one year free service on all
color t.v.'s. Save at Sisson's
19 miles west of Murray on
Hwy. 94 Phone 382 2174
Open Fridaysunti18:00.

Wood
For Sale
$15 pick up
$20 delivered

FOR SALE: Schwinn boys
WE NOW HAVE THE Love bike. Also leaf vacuum. Call
$ WO kg neu
lant
s
gr
s_..iiiie
t
sci_ 24448c
HALF --r-ioL t"-SA1.
-ff7r1111rduring the past 25 years, we
Aluminum, 1, P72,2, and 3 qt. '
can supply you with reprints.
covered saucepans, 10 inch
Carter Photographic Studio,
covered skillet, 41.2 qt.
753 8298. We'copy and restore
covered dutch oven, choice of
old photographs.
colors. Wallin' Hardware in
S. LOST & FOUND
Paris, TN.
LOST: BLACK and tan HELMETS, GLOVES,
Beagle. Lost near Coldwater. goggles, jerseys, all for
If found, call 489-2605.
Christmas lay away now at
Town and Country Yamaha.
A. HELP WANTED
753-8078.
COOK WANTED. Apply at
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 MAPLE BEDROOM suite,
Stadium View Drive. Apply twin bed, like new, $100. CB
radio and antenna, $35. 759in person only.
1912.
HELP WANTED in city of
COR ELLE
ex•
SALE
Murray, dog warden ap- pressions dinnerware, 20 pc
plications
being taken, set, Wild Flower, Meadow,
salary $8300 per year, plus Indian Summer, April, or
hospitalization,
paid Blue Heather. Your choice
vacations, 12 sick days 'per $39.99. Wallin Hardware in
year, retirement benefits. Paris, TN.
Truck furnished. Pick up
REVERE
ware,
applications at City Clerk's SALE
copper
bottom, save 40
office.
percent on. 1, 1 1/2, 2, and 3
quart sauce pans. Double
boilers, 1 1/2 and 2 quart, 111
/
2
qt. dutch oven, 8 qt. stock
pot, 7,9, and 10 inch skillets.
Applications are now
Wallin Hardwari, Paris, TN
being taken for vai-t
r ea
TWO Amnia Li F Mintl
_
Antique----'fiale Stocii Clerk:Tan
box.
wooden
435-4.133.
ice
develop,into full titre
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
position. Apply In PerBEAUTIFUL
CUSTOM
son.
made solid oak,gun case,
SHERWIN
sliding glass doors with room
for 10 guns. Super Christmas
WILLIAMS
gift for sportsman Must sell.
Call 753.2615..
'
- Seuthsiale Sioppiag Center
•
An Equal Oppertunit:- Err
ployer

PhOne Numbers"'
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

$4995

IDS

RANDY LEE

Custom Combining
Soybeans °ray
474-2384

MIRROR
Frame
mirrors, custom cut and
installed, any size and shape,
-115irrierikar.
edge or plain edge. Also sale
on display items. Merry
Christmas to all! .6.5 & G
Glass, Murray, KY,753-0180.

Priced

id

COME SEE THE Country
Ham Christmas Tree, Gibson
Ham Co, 107 P4 3rd Street,
Murray, KY.
FOR SALE: Large Ben
Franklin stove Call 436-2642 •

HELP
WANTED
Desk
clerk, part time, evening
Shift,
no
experience
necessary. Apply at Regal 8
Inn, no phone calls.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGJIN
Murray area. Age 21 or over;
night
no
over
travel.
Excellent fringe benefits and
opportunity for promotion,
above average earnings, no
experience necessary. Call 1.
247-6867, Mayfield, Ky.. 8:30
am to 4:00 pm, Monday
through Friday.
VENTURE
CAPITAL
needed for high potential
retail outlet in Murray. Local
corporation
Minimum of
16000 required. Conservative
projected gross of $120,000
first
year. All inquiries
confidential. Send replies to
P.O. Box 32 R. Murray, KY.

24. MISCELLANEOUS

24, MISCELLANEOUS

II. BUS.OPPORTUNITY

Check
Your'
COME SEE-COME SIGN

751-1441
753-1611
753-6952
153-9332

A. HELP WANTED
ADDRESSERS
WANTED,
immediately. Work at home.
no experience necessary.
excellent
pay.
Write
American Service, 8350 Park
Suite
Lane,
127, Dallas, TX
75231.

E31

1.4

Stop by tOday at

n1-2

7wiliatae

WildieaVberr;

oraliCoveARE STORES

Di‘ieiand

4-71-

Shopping

Ceti' r

z,eft two elltreeraestierasersveraellhasakibefficiveci
,,,14 771
,
,
p raecl alleta erp-757

38"

tam.;

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
700 Walnut ••• '

NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5!00

PRICE NIA* CUI.til.50

7616
I HP ROUTER
Black & Decker

PRICE SHAVE $1.25

tea retInlat a 001I1IC AH51110111 751 017

sBESTt,om..us.tool

A good choice tor persons interested in
performing WOW WOOdinfllung robs Trus
tool CUM roust #00V1611. ilea and decorati...
in wood. canace. OarnaosalOns Large pps,bvp
control handles bte.kainds comfortably ACCtirille
precision calibrated in 4184 vertical depth
adjustment 10ficotd, I PO motor Router
Manual with complete saw-to-tor mstructior
,
included

Cut the cost of those
high heating

bills

Don
'
t hesitate, Insulate
Blown in or Batts
Type I, Class A,
TVA approved insulation
.Free Estimates.

Murray Home & -Auto
TorrgideStihyintng'reriticr-

11ERMLEIREImMllmiiimaroroplrolfi

,

Phone 753-64010r 75117111...,,,_

Barry Rose
Insulation Co.

_
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
32. APTS.FOR RENT

37. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT! 1 bedroom
aparttnent at Southside
Manor apartments, for
elderly persons only, unit iS
based on income. Equal
oppor tun i ty housing
753
8721.
FOR RENT
3 bedroom
apartment, partially fur
nished Call 753 0763 after 5
pm.
SEMI FURIsCISHED
APARTMENT,
near
University Phone 753-7618
after 5 pm

TWO BEDROOM aupiex,
central neat and air, outlet
for washer and dryer. Call
•
753-9741.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR RENT, Tblocks
from University, with living
room, kitchen, washer and
dryer All utilities included
$65 CO11436-2/11
34. MOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT
2 bedroom
house in city limits, deposit
and refrences required. Call
753 9924 after 3 30 Pm •

Bag St Beads
IS BIGGER
AND BETTER!!!
John Smith, Realtor

DIRTY KIDS
HEADQUARTERS
....Perfume Pencils
Super Soap For Varmits
Bubble Bath War Paint,
,- Nash Puppets
lip tickers
.,Putts Soap
• Mowing Bubbles Bubble Bath
,..-Soap Sand
Beatrix Potter Peter Rabbit Soap
• Pink Bubble Gum Shampoo
Finger Paints
Tutui Fruti Shower Bath Gel
Open Mon.-Sat. 10-5
Sun. 1-5 till Christmas

freeGift Wrapping
Lay-Away

call

Chestnut Street

•

9 inch .. 2.50

HAS MOVED'

YAK
C.11,4,41 Si ii
%MAMA
PI MIRO..
30

12 inch... 3.45

Jack

so

16 inch.

4.75

INK WM (Hits, n/nS)004 Ilf
CANADiAnf BAC OM
HAM
Calf', Pt P114
nALS14Itinlnn
BLACII °SKIS
12

inch

elItA47itiu

a

40

MOM..

1/ loch

4.55

w

14 K Gold Serpentine Chains

25% off

orinnatanationomontal
36. RENT OR LEASE

38_ PETS-SUPPLIES
AKC REGISTERED Tiny
Toy Poodles. WI hold-tor
Christmas. 753.0957.
REGISTERED
TREEING
Walker hound puppies, 10
weeks old, 436-5650.

37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
LARGE ROUND BALES of
good hay loaded on your
s truck. Cal1247-2889.
1.38.PET&SUPPLIES.
AKC GERMAN SHEPHERD
pups, 4 weeki old. Great
Christmas gifts and--goodprotection for-r the home.
Choose yours now and $10
will hold till Christmas. 753.0315.

41. PUBLIC SALES
MOVING SALE: Baby,
ladies, and mens clothing,
furniture, trinkets, sewing
machine, ROTO
tiller,
garden tractor. Turn west
south of Dexter and follow
the signs.
43. REAL_ESTAIJE_
1.61 ACRES.0-N. S 12th St.,
- very valuable location zoned
BY. 285 foot of highway frontage. Buy now for future.
The NELSON SHROAT Co.,
Realtors. 759.1707.

Professional Services
With The Friendly Teich-

BRING-YOUR WIFE.
. . And see this attractive 4 B.R., 2 bath
B.V. home within
walking distance of
Large
,downtown.
living-dining area has
fireplace,
cozy
spacious kitchen with
G. E. quality appliances, wall-to-wall
electric
carpeting,
heat. Low 30's. Boyd
Majors, 105 N. 12th St.

In the Brown's Grove
area we offer you a
large, frame house on
five acres of land,
House has storm doors
windows;
and
fireplace, and' is insulated but does need
Large
decorating.
trees in yard! At
820,000.00 it is a real
buy!

11610,1%

We hove O finve04 dfnIng OPT the. Valli ft.. VP 10 40 poopl
.• Thom fs no
chop* in, 4 o.. of on• rooms, 4",f one 444.•44pninn ntiof
foof
WM..* .044101 ,.0, $2,1.9e w°-t'. ..'nfoofboU Towns of stub
S porton, of rho meal. Tip

kff
.^4.4,1.94 15. 44,,nsit
o nor tnchodsal on fise Fero. 61 ff.* nnnoi

**
Purdom & Thurman
*
•
* Insurance A Real Estate
*

South:1de Court Squore

•

Murray, Kentucky

753-4451

FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
Bring your tool box and your
imagination and take a look
at this 2 bedroom home
located on 1 acre lot With tall
pine trees. Small but
economical -kWh-- energy
saving heat . Perfect for
young couple See it today.
Call 7514492, LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS.

61-Iave a
°Happy6-Holiday!

--*

Your Christmas
Store With
Gifts Galore
Especially for Him
*Belts
•Billfolds
*Money Clipl
*Collor Bars
• *Key Cases
-*After Shave
*Cologne
• •Ties

*Socks
*Gloves
*Robes
*Suits
*Sport Coats
*Slacks
*Shirts
Jackets

Just Recefied-New Shipment
Largest Selection Of
Chairs in this Area

130

OVER

CHAIRS

In Stock

Lane and Berkline

Dunn Furniture Warehouse
TV-STERMAPPLIANCES
Open Friday Niqhti Ill 8 00 p

641 North

Murray, Ky.

753
-3037

Gift Wrapping
Free Parking
" Open Fri. Til
•
Sun. 1-1

1977 CADILLAC
Fleetwood Brougham
all p914er & air, 22,000 actual
• miles.

PURDOM

Infant & Children's Dept.

Free Gift Wrapping Shop itttle-Ylorkman where
you will find quality mdse. at a reasonalbe price.
Shop cash, layaway, Bank Americard, Master
Charge and Charge.
Closed Sundays
We appreciate your business! ,
z

THIS BASIC SINGER ZIG-ZAG
,M4WHINE FOR'
Tins machine has a ode og -Lag %inch and.from
drop-in bobbin that', easy to see and replaeg
Carrying case or cabinet extra Mocke247

Let usl
ALILYWArd
Wi
quick

Ph

Coats - Jackets - Jeans - Tops - Shirts
- Socks - Gloves - Skirts - Coordinated Sets - Slacks - Caps - gowns Pajamas - Robes - Linerie - Boxed
Baby Gifts - Blankets - Sleeping
Bags - Sleepers - Jewelry - Undershirts - Diaper Covers - Un,derwear - Casual Shoes - Dress
Shoes - Dress Boots - Rubber Footwear.

NEW LISTING
Choice 3 bedroom, 2
bath home that is
"neat as a pin" inside
and out Excellent
well-built older home
that has been completely - redecorated-and
ren)vated. *
Olympic Plaza, Murray 759-1636
Located in a quiet
**************************
residential
neighborhood,. Priced to seel
fast at only 825,000.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for
courteous and cornpetent real estate service.

1753

4_

swam
speck
or we
propa
• We

TEXAS VALLEY FRESH
18 Pound Large Oranges
18 Pound Bag flubiRed"Grapefruit

'45
'

prices

soleSr

right .
5

KOPPERUD

Tree ripe, no color added, navel oranges,
tangerines & tangelos

Realty
7E3-1222

BE YOUR OWN
BOSS
Own your own StrideRite Shoe Store, the
number 1 'children's
shoe in America. Inventory, equipment
and business name for
sale. , Established
clientelle and excellent location on
court
Murray's
square. Priced to sell.
Phone KOPPERup
REA! TY 753-1222 for all
your real estate needs.
SMART START
If you're
starting out or slowing down,
youql enjoy the convenience
and economy of this 2
bedroom
cottage...located
near
downtown .shop
ping. lots of trees and
shrubs for private ef.
fect... yes, yours.. for under
$20,000. First time on the
market. LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS,753-1492.

Free

Ha

Christmas
SETTLE-WORKMAN
* *

IT'S A LITTLE BIT ot.
country- 5.-Arcultis -tenoaraJois.
horses...barn.,.3
bedroom
brick with well equipped
kitchen
built-in range,
refrigerator
and
dish.
washer Decorated
to
a
"T"...When would you like to
see it? LORETTA • -JOBS
REALTORS,753-1492.

NEW HOME FIRST
TIME OFFERED . . .
Rare oppOrtunity to
buy brand-new home.
3 BR., l'f baths,
economical
electric'
baseboard heat w/individual thermostats,
new G.E. appliances All this on a beautiful 2
acre lot in the country.
Don't Miss This One!
Boyd Majors, 105 N.
12th

Suggestions

grosidigiq ikierntiatisit
oniv. CII 70-4146 Mon*
thren.9 Wee,91111 S.

Small trans* within 3/2 at
of city. Sas 3 lowirowns, 1':
bath, escellent baseboard
heat, good well, stock barn,
house is brick anti stone. Call
753.3263
Wayne Waken 75151111111
To. Norteskw714-11974-Shirley Witterd 753-3943,
'Aar Mcleod 753-1575
P 753.3263
17th Streit

Pr ofehmona I Services
With The Friend') Touch"

‘
11 10
.S,

SUBSBURY

AKC red,
FOR STUD
Doberman Pinscher. Call
554-0090 after 4 pm, or
anytime weekends.
LOVABLE CAIRN Terriers
AKC register:ANL Call 753-0264
or 489,2310.
. PUPPIES FOR Christmas,
- AKC registered Coc-kers,
red. Unusually good quality.
Wormed One male and two
• females_ Male has outs
stand-ing potential for stud
'dog. Call 753 8864 after '3.30

4411 A79-291116
479-3713
'south Fulton Tenn.

TELEPHONE 753.161

sa.

*********************
Hoover

II

!'''

South 12th at Sy ea rnor•

16 .0a,

1
4(onto ltns elrs
Relix t•en Behr% //

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4258

Dixietand Center

753-7411
"ilfzimareM

Mini

the green door

WANT TO MAKE MONEY?
Take a look at this 9 room, 2
bath brick located near
downtown area Ideal for
or
office
professional
S•call'Ort
1111
apartments. Zoned business
your
how
you
Let us show
753 0101 753 7531
money can • work for you
JOBS
LORETTA
THE LOT SPECIALIST, has R-EAL TORS;7331492
the 101 you have been looking
for. Level, slofing, wooded,
open, home, Mobile or
Ainley Auction
duplex You want it, we have
it. The NELSON SHROAT
Realty Sales
Co., Realtors. 759 1707.
co.. MAUI AISILIT
piip
eeris
ealtor
ra Her

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR

el

BOYD.MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753 8050

Proles/axonal Servtees
With The trneadIy Touch-

A POSSIBLE DREAM
.. Longing for a country tome nestled in a
'private nooded site'
See this newly listed 3
BR., 2 bath , Mobile
home, with Central
heat & air on 2 acres,
on 94 F. not far from
tAke.-Ory'llteflir•
Don't Delay!. Boyd
• jr/T1TITN:12tIrSt.-

For Si
Murray Sewing)Fresh Cucuribers
Fresh Large-Bell Peppers .. g For S1
Center
Bel-Air Ctr. 753-5323

,- r k,etteA

vo
V

3 For $1
BILL JONES
305 S. 12th St.
753-3773

Corvette Lanes

Bowling Balls I Bowling Bags
up to si2"OFF I Upto $10"OFF

The

Large Avaeados

di

Sports Shop
Pre Christmas Sale

CSC

We'll look far
and wide to
find you a
perfect
home.

214N.

Give th
for Yea

Duncan
Suites,
couches
and end

Efecfric
dryers

Wack oi
tables a

(Free Drilling + a Free Game)

Pro Lino
Golf Clubs Balls *Bags

ALL REDUCED
Jackets, V-Neck Sweaters, Shirts and other
golf and tennis clothing

-

We have listings on lovely homes
in every area of the city and In eveirprk e range. Call us todaV•

Washer
dishwai
ovens,

REDUCED TO SELL
TRY OUR CHRISTMAS
, 1416 Main 5,. LAY-AWAY PLAN
Prentice Dunn 753-5725

I ,oulse Raker 753-2409
-1'ft-ftPftr753-51

705 5o ;
-":155Wri 6i
4,1
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E MONEY?:
his 9 room, 2
cated near'
1. Ideal for
or
office
ted business.
ni how your
irk to/ you
JOBS
[1492.
--•

PUT IT IN THE
43. REAL ESTATE

Pier I

QUALITY

Bel Air Center

Christmas Tins

riser

86 479-371
on Tenn

For Those

KOPPERUD

Homemade"Goodies"
Reg. $2.49 Sale $1
49
Holiday Glasses

1/t1
STATE
080

Really
753-1322

CALL IT HOME
and call it handy
Beautiful 3 bedroom, 2
bath home on a large
shaded lot in an exclusive
subdivision
bordering Oaks Country Club. Economical
central gas heat and
central electric air.
Lovely family room
with fireplace, and 3
car garage. Priced at
$61,500. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY. 7531222. We areurnembers
of Multiple Listing Service.

For Those Special Parties

il Services
silly Touch"

Reg $I 99 Sale $129

•• FIRST
FRED .. .
rtunity to
new home.
'I baths,
electric
heat w/inermostats,
ppliances beautiful 2
le country.
This One!
rs, 105 N.

•:7

Free Gift Wrapping
Open Iii 8 p.m. M-F
1-5 Sun.

Creative 1
1
Printers, Inc.

44. LOTS FOR SALE
LOTS FOR SALE: Complete'
with septic system. Water,
electric and driveway for
mobile home or house. Near
Kentucky Lake, $442.50 per
month with $1,000 down. Call
502-474-2718.
ONE KY LAKE lot, good
drives, good 75 foot well, 200
foot field, septic system,
electric pole, all presently in.
use. Ready to move in trailer
or build on, $3500. Nick, 4365318.
TWO EXCELLENT lots in
Keniana subdivision, on
blacktop
road.00mmunity

808 Chestnut Street
Murray, Kik

Happy Holidays!

v‘NI

otik

IAN

Let us help you with
yam_ priattly. ticeds•
We also heti'
quick copy service
:

Coorowns -

IL

SO. USED TRUCKS
1974 CHEVROLET CUSTOM
Deluxe Pick-Up. Extra good.
Power and air. AM FM, tape
ier
player. S2450. Call 489-2595.
1972 DATSUN Pick up, $800,
C 1978 United Feature Syndicate Inc
2000 new bricks. 7538555.
-.FOR SALE: 1977 Chevrolet
pick-up. 436-5524.
1969 FORD F-100 pickup. 6
cylinder straight shift, with
49. USED CARS
49. USED CARS
camper top, $700. 753-2636
A LITTLE Dodge Colt. 5450. 1968
SIX
CYLINDER
after 5 pm
Call 759-4971:
Camaro, rough condition,
FOR SALE: 1974 Chevrolet
has new tires. Asking $450.
Pick-up, power
steering,
1969
CYMOUTH FURY, Call 759,1613.
power brakes, air. Call 489great second car. Rebuilt
pm,
after/.
2669
engine in
Murray. New 1977 TRANS AM, brown, tan
parts. $425, see at 220 S 15th interior, T-top, T-A 6.6, AM. 1974 FORD /A ton pick-up, 4Street. Call 753-7240 after 5 FM, $6000. Call 753 1372 or speed, power steering, power
pm.
" 753-9635 after 5 pm, ask for brakes, factory air, very
Pat.
good condition. $2350. Nick,
436-5318.

on where
be price.
Master

HA:also

THIS IS NEWS. NOTHING IS
FUL TO OUR HEALTH TODAY u

•

-

CARPENTER WORK,small
a
or large fobs. Caft 4374560
and if no answer,437-4670.
- titional Wedding Rings
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
:
steps, free estimates. 753
5476..
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair
A
References furnished. Cali
-,rf-...„
il
, ••
,f., 44.- 14.
-4,
-;.-.4:\
the Chimney experts. Magic
..--„,
4
rI,,
b..
-2
,
.
N
4
0
4
,
4
4
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759
FOR SALE
p '• .
- /878.
I
3
:,.,.
,
:.
4-wheel drive 1976 Ford 'A
/
.,q
CARPET CLEANING, at
...
•
ton, 4 speed, power steering,
3
C
reasonable rates. Prompt
.........
s
A,
lock in hobs, big tires, heavy
and efficient service. Custom
f
Carpet Care. 489-2774,
axle, 71,000 mUes, $4275.
753-3720 or 753-0631.
need stumps
YOU
DO
CARIP
removed from your yard or
AMA/UWE
ra
land cleared .of stumps? We
XS
FOR SALE: 1977 black
can remove stumps up 10 24"
Chevorlet Silverado, 4-wheel
below the ground, leaving
drive truck, short wheel
3
THE PERFECT
only sawdust and chips, Call
base, orange and yellow
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
As you begin a lifetime together your beautifully
2
pinned stripes. Brand neW
753-9490 or Bob. Kemp, 435
g
matched Keepsake wedding rings are perfect symbols
I
tires, brand new camper top,
4343.
or the love you share. They are superbly styled in
•
gold chrome wheels, extra
SEWING :
YOUR
elegant 14 carat gold. Keepsake matched wedding
2
sharp. Call 354-8266, after 4 DOES
machine need service. If so,
rings ore designed to-please every possible taste :
si
pm.
call 35.4-6521.
and
from classic, to contemporary, twayant garde
1951 GMC PICK-UP. Just
II
EXPERIENCED
CAR
overhauled, Best offer. Call
it
a
• to.assure lasting pride and satisfaction. ,
carpentry
will
RENTER
do
after 1 pm,753-2346.
•
.
2
or roofing. Free estimantes
ai.
51. CAMPERS
Call 759-1405 or 437-4351.
:
g
1979 MODELS ARRIVING, FENCE SALES at Sears
r
an take4aj904. 5.
I'
f111M151P731".
litOve.
-X
-114L
ampeF-4Ftes, your- free estimates for your so
--41ffireS-Jelififir Starcraft
local
:
needs.
Complete line of pass and
accessories. Non-toxic anEast Side Sun
Norm, Ky. '
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
tifreeze 53.99 per gal.
Located 4 miles from Murray now- all oak- S25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.
P
P.
on 94 East. Call 753-0605.
PR

Gift.
-- Guarantee
•••

guarantee the gift you select for that
special friend or relative, to be just right,
or we will gladly refund or exchange, to
properly satisfy
.We offer fashion, quality 8 reasonable
prices
and
experienced
friendly
salespeople to help you select just the
right gift
We Guaraniee It,

$450
$350

oranges,

Free Gift Wrapping
Open Till 8:00 Until Christmas

I

WV VW MAI MI WV WV WV kV

.=4
. 144
1
101--------..--::.":"'9WalltAile91-YD,ftik-eve
, .-.
•
REALTOR
402 - Mapfe-,-Murray. 753-4342.
3
45. FARMS FOR -SALE
li
78 ACRE FARM for sale 5
Today
:
miles from Kentucky Lake.
Call weekdays after 6:30 pm..
1
111U1SUIPAIOUll
PM
011i;
RR
it AR Pfill PUIRfil POI RR All111111
Any time on Saturday or
Sunday. 753-7244,
44. HOMES FOR SALE
BUY DIRECT from builder
and save. Near completion, 2
new 3 bedroom brick homes,
located in Kirksey, within
walking distance of post
office, country stores, and 3
churches. Each has
'
/
3
4 acre
lot, central heat and air,
thermal windows and doors,
and well insulated walls and
ceilings.
Living
room
bedrooms, and
hall are
carpeted.
Kitchen,
'washroom, and both full
•
baths - have vinyl floors.
Kitchen
has plenty of
cabinets, eating counter and
built in appliances. Also
includes attached garage,
patio and large covered front _
'porch. --Homes -contain 1456
1540-sq-ft- and are pricecf-=_
-a
. Call alter 5 pm. 4892387.
BY OWNER, nice 2 bedroom,
large living room, dining
area, kitchen, bath, garageT
storage. Call 753-2770.
TWO BEDROOM frame with
new siding, priced in the
teens, good location, big back
yard, for sale or rent. Call
753-3582.
'MIDI•CORONA
47. MOTORCYCLES
X
- --, .1:AY ..._ A w.A1,
Yamaha
'
Motorcycles or go carts at
Town and Country Yamaha.
Call 753.8078.

r

4

.. th e

Perfect gift for the less than perfect
student

S1

IMP=

11Ik

.

Twin Lakes §
Office ProductsN

And

For $1

•

The Mt.• Shop (Women's)

far
to
a

753-0123

Murray

214N. 15th
-

Give the Gift That Can Be Used Alligar
for Years

USED FURNITURE
Duncan Phy le Dining Room Suite, Dinette
beds, full beds,
• Suites. Rollaway beds,
couches, choirs, oak dressers, coffee tables
and end tables
USED APPUANCES
'Electric ranges. refrigerator, washers and
):Iryers

USED TVS

FOR SALE: 1974 Bukk
Riveria, loaded, 36,000 miles.
435-1351.
1973 HONDA, automatic,
$1200 or best offer Call 7536531 or 759-1155.
1976 MERCURY MARQUIS.
4-door, full power, dark blue
vinyl top, AM FM tape deck,
1 speakers, cruise control,
tilt wheel, new radial tires,
one owner In immaculate
condition. $4950. Call 901 642
7190 days,642.7581 nights.
CARL,
MONTE
1978
loaded, 7 month warranty.
Call 489,2644
1972 PLYMOUTH FURY Ill.
Good condition. Power and
Pinto,
air. $895. 1974
A u10MatiC., W95.489-2595,

Black and white portable or console color pot': tables and conso!es

NEW APPLIANCES
Iv homes

nd tievettr. •
dav

LTL

iker 753-2409
tOter753-51

and dryers. refrigerafors freezers
dishwashers, trash compactor's, microwave
ovens, allot cost plus 10%
Washers

New TVs

Don't let the weather
beat you! Beat the
weather with a four 41.11
drive
wheel
Hustler pick-up or a
front wheel drive F10.

by Quasar

--tiodge.SiSort,

-

205 So 5th
"4-06'w-ri to..7A Mirrrajr.

753-.669

.
.
1 14
1"t*.
tAstj
"ikaftt*10-4
4*

licensed drivers.
come in for free ice
scraper wh_ile they_

3

a
1

. ••-•
A; 1
•

Kick 'N Go

I 4::

Blacks
Decorating Center
Cueg J..hriallaret IS hen 11414.4pn,
OM,' Now (1•44444417
..,
14rAn It Tiers Irriorrows•
f1pooMs

liturt tiartair.lar--""
601 SO 17th Si

whits

701 S. 4th, Murray,Pb.m.IIBIUIS
Covering aPletgri Priem Mall Cowling .
5 "tnrn
Drapes•Roda 4Bedapreeds

•
OA.

Garden

•
,

rata

*
41
!
-1•

-

1

1111.,•
r

•
•
41f
.
4
,
44

,

502 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

.4441•1=

/410-1

753-3251

KICK n'oo

153-8944

VERBY
HONDA
SALES &

oo;
•
4411,
,

*WHITE PINE
*HEMLOCK
*CHRISTMAS TREES

SERVICE

• 801 S. 4th
Hours 9-5:30 p.m. Tue.-Thurs. & Sal.
9-8:00 p.m. Fridays till Xmas

753-4092

•
•

OPEN SUNDAYS 1 to 4

•
rint'W

•
•

•

VVIVIN •

• r

04

•

Dant-Am.Service._
(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)

00

Quality Service Company
"Heat Pump Specialists"
Modern Sheet Metal
I Service Departments.

Radio Cab
Company

TAXI CAB
SERVICE

Poison
Control
Center

6a m
7Days A Week

753-7588

Phone

Onuars

Murray-Calloway

REFINISHING isa
CUSTOM BUILT fURNITURE

County Hospital

753-5131

..iteMistring 8 RepoIrs
*Custom Built Furor lute

492-8837f
It.', 641 Cr', =iv

Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish 4f Shrubs

Calloway County
-

time Squad

153-6952

Police
753-1621

Chimney Sweeping in the
fine old tradition

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
mos. 13th St
Murray, Ky

753-3914

753-5351

- 'An ttattittratALts•tit;tr`l."11.
of„,ustorrs.tal, 'Olen
Cr3.11,"'

Carrier•

753-9290

A) OFF
°
Bedspreads
Drapery Rods - Levolor
Blinds - wovenwood
'shade -vinyl wa/lcoveringcarpet - vinyl floor
covering - custom picture
frames - Glidden paint

Shirley's Florist

95

753-1441

Draperies -

•

Prices from $4.00 and up
To Choose from. -

It's fun' The Honda
Kick n' Go was designed
along scientific principles to_provide hours
of
'outdoor
entertainment for your
child. It may even aid in
your child's development while he's enjoying himself

Fire

Christmas Sale I

011Mirromporrro •

avewsw
POINSETTIAS

By Honda

siris

c
a
I.

753113
-5

arm

r•

-The Gas Savers-

c
a
.
..
a
I
I

. .
SYMBOLS OF LOVE

s
4,

boss

- College Shop (Mens)
-

Typewriters 'Attache Cases

1975 AMC HORNET. Air,
•Pen Sets 'Desk Accessories
power
steering,
. power
brakes, snow tires, goon gas
Many gift items for that "Special"
Mileage. 753-2810.
1972 CAD. EL DORADO.
or secretary on your Christmas List!
Excellent condition, bronze
color,$2150. Nick, 436-5318.
4.4k1
1973 CHEVORLET, 4-door
:e '1
Malibu. Runs and looks good.
437-0505.
1974 DODGE DART Sport, 6
cylinder, straight shift. In
excellent condition. $1250.
1974 Hornet, 4 door, small V-8
automatic with air. In good
314 E. Main
condition. $950. Phone 1 354
6217.
Murray, Ky.
1975 DATSUN 280Z, silver, s;
,W/AW/04W...AW„AwAwcAZ„,„A
‘
.mint condition, $5500. Call„,.

Layaway

The

1$

'Portable

.

_t

a

M.

49. USED CARS

I
I

a
: ...

s
a
s

Be Prepared
,p
For
Christmas 1979
Ind 611I1A1611/

1

WAWAWAWAW*41

Sundays

For

PO) A8‘
Qt.
gi

NorehorF.I.I.C.

r Foot-

For

1974 SUPER BEETLE, red.
Call 753-9490 after 5 om.

Bank of

Boxed
E..eping
- Un- UnDress

;H

PARKER
FORD

Christnias-Club ,
_

Phone
753-2285

Shirts

78 COUGAR XR7

5271468 7539625
CAAROtt COPE SIOKER

S3. SER VICES OFFERED

1973 SELF
CONTAINED
GUTTERING BY SEARS, PIANO TUNING and repair.
AMF travel trailer. Gas Sears continuous gutters
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753 3682 or 753
electric
refrigerator, installed
your
per
7149 after 6 pm.
stemless gas stove with oven, specifications.- Call Sears
stainless sink, shower, and 753-2310 for free estimates.
excellent
ROOFING,
toilet. Real nite trailer,
references.
Call 753-1186
INSULATE AGAINST the
$2250. Nick, 436-5318,
beNveen 7 am and 3:30 pm,
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
TRUCK CAMPER top, fits attic insulation and foam-inask for Shelley.
behind tool box, well inTRIMING
place
and
TREE
urea
formalehyde.
sulated, 30" high, 6'5" long. Free
removal. Free estimates.
no
estimates,
See at 100 S 13th St.
obligation.
Kentucky.
Call 436-2294 after 5 pm.
Tennessee Insulation, Rt.7,
$2. BOATS & MOTORS
WILL DO REPAIRS arount
258,
Murray,
42071.
Box
KY
house, carpentrey,
the
17 FOOT CHALLENGER
(502)
435.4527.
painting, concrete and
bass boat and trailer. 115 hp
plumbing. Also hogs and
Johnson motor. High speed INSULATION BLOWN IN by
wood for sale. Call 759.1531.
Humming Bird depth finder, Sears, save on these high
froll ings motor. Call 753-9235 heating and cooling bills.
57. WANTED
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
after 3 pm.
WANTEQ, J043 during
18 FOOT DUO CRAFT deep estimates.
babysitting,
Christmas,
hull, 35 hp, Evinrude on LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
household chores, related
trailer, 2 front seats. 6' X 7' prompt, efficient service,
work,. Call 753-8906.
open rear cock pit, $950. call Ernest White, 753.060.
WANTED, USED Diamond
Nick,436.5318.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
Jewelry. Highest trade-in
and gas installation, will do
53. SERVICES OFFERED
allowances given. Rogers
plumbing,
sewer
heating
and
Court
Jewelers,
North
BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
Square, Paris, TN.
Generalhome remodeling, cleaning. Call 753-7203.,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 116,1011iillititudinellet161
1111110111111.11611111111111110b161111
395-4967 or 1 362-4895.

Locks I drives brand new.
low miles. lo.ded with estray,. cerstert soreme. still
in warranty Will sell or
trade on $6500

REA

53. SERVICES OFFERED

51. CAMPERS

SPECIAL

Holiday Specials

'Realtor

49. USED CARS

337 h Po/444-11144,04

ction
Sales
IT AOKI!
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FOR RESULTS

Hinman's
Rentals
Nome, fergoos, arts, strew,
power owl awns% tools mid
eft.

-351-5703
802 N 18th Street

Murray

CHIMNEY SWEEPS
artiness 759-4818

Tabor's
Body Shop
14 Hour Wrecker
Service

, 751141-34 •
143-0177
1301 Chestnut-Murray
galH111111111IMIL

I Deaths and Funerals1
Mrs. Hinda On Is
Dead At Age Of 83;
Funeral Is Tuesday
• Mrs. Hincia Orr died this
morning at three o'clock at the
Puryear Nursing Home,
Puryear, Tenn. She was 83
years of age.
Her husband, Derris Orr,
preceded his wife in death
about five months age. She
was a member of the Bell City
Church of Christ.
Born June 1, 1895, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late A. T. and
Lena Brown. One brother,
Louis Brown of Dresden,
Tenn.,survives.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with William
Hardison officiating and
singers from the Hazel Church
of Christ providing- the song
service.
Pallbearers will be Jimmy
- Wynn, Nathaniel and Tellus
Orr, Gerald Paschall, Tommy,
Raymond
Ellison, - and
Caplinger. Burial will follow
in the Paschall Cemetery in
Henry County,Tenn.
Friends may call at the
Miller Funeral Home. Hazel,
after three p.m. today
Mot.lay ).

George Balta Dies
At His Home On
Murray Route 6

The funeral for Mrs. Sarah
Lavinia i V tame l Thompson of
Route 1, Buchanan, Tenn.,
was held Saturday at 11 a.m.
at the LeDon Chapel,
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tenn.
Grandsons served as
pallbearers and_hurial was in
the New Liberty Cemetery.
Mrs. Thompson, 84, died
about noon Thursday at the
General
County
Henry
Hospital, Parts, Tenn. Born
Dec. 25, 1893, in Henry County,
she was the daughter- of the
late Arthur and ..Maggie
Williahis- Scarbrough. A
member of the Point Pleasant
Baptist Church, she was the
wife of Allen Thompson who
died in 1951.
Survivors include five
daughters, Mrs. Edward
(Lorene) Williams and Mrs.
Thomas (Lera) Watson,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Charles (Itamye) Bennett;
Tenn,insd_ Mrs,
Charles(-Modena)Salmon and
Mrs. Jack (Betty) Gillespie,
Paris, Tenn.; one son, Archie
Thompson,
L
Buchanan,Tenn.; 14 grandchildren; 14 great grandchildren.

Fire At Furches

- CARDS tIGHTED — Several individUals braved the rain, snow and ice Friday night to help light the Christmas Card
displays in the Murray-Calloway County Park. left to right are John E. Scott of Scott Drugs,,who paid for the
materials, Jim Lawson, of the Murray-Area Vocational Center, whose students constructed the displays, Jean
Blankenship, park board chairman, David Graham, Scott-Drugs, Betty Baker, park board, Gary Holiman, park director, Billy Salentine, city council and park board, and Larry Hurt, Murray Supply, Wholesale Electric, who donat cLthe _
lighting.. Pat -Miller, eertfeseiltiryg the-Ai(array-Art Guild, and -Harold lacUtiti.-MSU art professor whose class helped
the guild in decorating the life-size cards, were not present for the photo. Hohman reported this morning that vandals have stolen figures from some of the displays and offered a reward for their return.
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon

Five Killed In Crash Of Air
Force Plane Near Fort Campbell

Division in- a tioop deployment
the inspections require about eight
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
maneuver.
hours per plane.
?foments after an Air Force C-130
Brainerd said the plane had perThe restriction applies to the C-130
Hercules radioed it was having engine
formed
a "touch and go" practice
to
the
1973
Hercules
aircraft
built
prior
cargo
military
Department
giant
Fire
Murray
the
'
problems,
George Baits of Murray
landing, in which the landing gear
model, Belz said,adding that 68 MAC Cfirefighters contained a blaze plane crashed on a farm three miles
Route 6 was discovered dead
touch the ground and the plane then
130s built later are unaffected by the
at his home on Sunday. His that apparently started in an short of the Fort Campbell Army Base
pulls back up.
order.
death, due to natural causes, air compressor at Furches field near here, killing all five airmen
"They had done a touch and go but
The
precautionary
order
was
lasted
courtsquare
in
on
the
Jewelry
aboard.
occurred on Thursday, acwere a little early on their approach, so
on the basis of a radio report from the
Murray Sunday evening.
The crash during a training exercise
cording to Bill Marcum, chief
they pulled back up and circled west
C-130 crew members prior to the crash
The building sustained no early Sunday was soon followed by an
deputy coroner for Calloway
over the base," Brainerd said. "They
that they were having engine control
County who was called to the damage except a burned Air Force flight restriction atter for
were semOg in,
.on the final approblems,
Bela
said.
department
compressor,
a
aircraft
about 245 similar turbo-prop
-scene on Sunday.
ihe-y
IJI
s7-In..=1"-Tzifit.:1;*gicftyringneifatailiapsieyeeesteBrainerd,
publicI
PPURintoliitkt901Te
,
.1721L...
faikomealadial_.
having
throttle
problems."
were
base,
said
the
formation
officer
at
the
Firefighters
received
_
the
turbo"The action affects 24$ ef the
-e- and was born
. 'YeiCs----O-f .ig
from Murray Police prop cargo aircraft which will remain
Sunday crash, fixed by Fort Campbell
July.?,'1901. Survivors include report
authorities at 7:15 a.m., followed a
Asked whether the pilot specified the
a daughter, Mrs. Marvin Department about 8:55 p.m. under the restriction until each has
nature
training
of the problems, Brainerd
exereise.
teams,"
Force
Air
Craig*of Indiana.
inspected
by
been
rushed
th
Sunday when police
Brainerd said the plane was en route
replied: "That's all the (voice comThe funeral will be held at the building to investigate a said Ed Bed,information officer for the
the Little Rock; Ark., Air Force Base to
munication ) recorder said. They were
the Olson Funeral Home, burglary alarm sounding. The Military Air Command division at Scott
join members of the 101st Airborne
having throttle problems."
Valparasio. Ind., with burial spokesman said police found Air Force Beak in Belleville, M. He said
to follow in the Calvary the building filled with smoke
Cemetery there. The J. H. and then alerted •the fire.
Churchill Funeral Home had ' department. The spokesman
local said the dense ssnoke from the
the
of
charge
AnillOW1CeS___
l
compressor appeared to have Ilublbart
arrangemests.
-aetivated the burglaryalarnt.
.
.
1 Firefighters were on the
on sole
early
today
Jecene
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — movement of concerned today for an announcement session can deal with spending
"deodorizing" the building,
U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, citizens who realize it is time because it is, the birthday of and "meaningful" tax.reform,
the spokesman said.
announcing as a Democratic for some major 'changes in his first child, Kelly Lynn and urged all office holders to
Hubbard. He and his wife put politics aside to make.
' candidate for governor,. Frankfort."
The revisions should in- Joyce also have a young changes which he said should
planned today to tell voters
have been made in the 1978'
their biggest task is to restore ,elude, he said, reduction of daughter, Krista.
However, the plans were regular session.
confidence' in state' govern- government spending and
7
,
"certain taxes" plus 7 MI- made _ before the aeyere
ment.
ruvernents lit ea-Catkin:the weekend flooding in many "I have Made no deals .or
Murray . Police today are'.The- '------Kkf'T
'investigating at'least five congressman, a bitter fac- job outlook and law and order. '' parts of Kentucky, and the commitments except the
The 41-year-old candidate, effect of those developments commitment to be my own
reports of stolen hubcaps, tional opponent of Gov. Julian
who
was a state Senator for on Hubbard's series of news man and to work to get inoccurred
over
first
which
the
his
most
Carroll, planned
terested people involved in
weekend.
speech in the morning at five years, also called for a conferences was not iiistate - government and to
Value of the hubcaps is Ashland, where he grew up, program, on which he'did not smediately known.
dedicate. myself to restoring
and others at. Georgetown, in elaborate, of dealing with
estimated at over $1,000.
Hubbard was elected to a
said Boone County, Louisville and "rapidly increasing utility tined term last month without your faith in the . political
spokesman
police
A
Spencer Balentine
process," he said.
hubcap thefts is a continual Beaver Dam, winding up at rates, through the Legislature opposition.
Hwy.94-f
Murray,Kr.
and
here
committed
crime
and
Kentucky's
Public
SerMayfield,
where
he
lives.
For Months he had been
Phone 753-8078
suggested that motorists who
"I believe it is time for some vice Commission."
undecided about whether to
value their wheel covers to new leadership in state
Hubbard has five other enter the race because a
master charge
mark them. Special markers government rather than a rivals, including former state fellow western Kentuckian,
are available at the police reshuffling of the deck," he commerce commissioner state Auditor George Atkins,
department.
said in prepared remarks.
Terry McBrayer, the ad- also is anti-administration and
also
spokesman
The
"What started as a few ministration's preference.
the opposition to McBrayer
suggested that motorists park questions about certain acHe said that during the next would be further splintered.
their autos in well-lighted tions in our state capital has five months he would roam the
However, Hubbard has said
areas.
now grown into a statewide state seeking out citizen he does not believe Atkins is
opinions and concerns.
strong enough to topple the
"As a candidate and as administration.
governor, I will not rely on a
Another candidate is IA.
'contact man' in each coun- Gev. Thelma Stovall, who in
ty," he said. "I will rely on Carroll's absence called a
people concerned about our special legislative session,
state and interested in im- which starts belatedly on
From
proving things for our children Wednesday, to deal with tax
and grandchildren."
relief.
Hubbard said he picked
Hubbard said he hopes the

Yamaha
DT 125
Enduro

(Coatiatied
. Fran Page Oae)
-Rolling Fork River in Bullitt trucking supplies and food
County south of metropolitan where needed as quickly as
Louisville
forced
the possible.
"We have two tractor
evacuation of about 30
Lebanon Junction families trailers with cots and blankets
living near the town floodwall. on what you could call a milk
Authorities predicted that run through eastern Kenanother 30 families would be tucky," said Gordon Nichols,
forced from their hoines a spokesman for the state
division of Disaster and
before night's end.
ft
"We warned everyone in the Emergency Services IDES).
"Other guard units *re
area, but some of them said
drinking water
distributing
stick
it
out,"
they are going to
said Tony Roberts, police and two tractor trailers are
commissioner in the town of bringing USDA food from
Knoxville,(Tenn.)4"he said.
about 1.600 residents.
rivers
and
Flooding
Meantime, the Ohio River at
Louisville was rising at a rate tributaries were reported in
of 1'ea inches an hour early isolated regions of western
today from swollen tributaries Kentucky but state police said
toward a predicted crest damage was restricted to
Thursday afternoon of seven back roads and farm land.
feet above flood stage.
The projected crest of 30
feet above the McAlpine Dam
would be the highest since a
11'.5-foot crest in 1967 but 10
feet below the level set in a
major flood in 1964.
Though minor flooding is
already reported in some
areas along the Met - in
Louisville, officials said
Robert M. East has been
Sunday night that they don't
named to the post of acting
expect many people to be
executive director with the
forced from their homes.
Western Kentucky Regional
Some flooding also plagued
Mental Health-Mental
residents in about a dozen
Board, Inother Kentucky cities, in- Retardation
in Paducah.
corporated
cluding Prestonsburg, Louisa,
Cynthiana, Versailles, BonEast will serve as the innieville and Pleasureville and terim executive director
Johns Creek in Pike County.
following the resignation of
The governor encountered Dr. Charles McArthur who
numerous pleas for financial accepted 4 post in Arkansas.
assistance during a day-long East has been with the
helicopter tour of flooded Paducah based program for
areas Sunday. He painted a__ the past five years serving*
picture of mudslides on roads the areas of developmental
that were still passable and disabilities, children's serwashed out bridges.
.and
planning
vices,
However, Carroll said he development. Since 1976, he
saw nothing worse than that in has held the post of director
Frankfort.
for administration with the
regional programesn-Isi that
"I.saw -tati community.
as Many houses or as rilany role, he has been responsible
streets flooded as Frankfort," for the administration and
Carroll said. State officials-- operatfen of the board's
hoped to advise huh later facilities in the nine counties
today on which counties need served by that organization.
to seek federal disaster
East and his wife, Rhoda
declarations.
Relief agencies of the state, reside in Eddyville with their
two children, Robert, Jr., laic
however, have already swung
Debra.
into high 'gear, flying and

East Named
To Mental
Health Post

to

A
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Downtown
Christmas
Hours!

Mott-Downtown Merchants-will-be
open Sun. 1-5 on Dec. 3-10-17.
Open Fridays until 8:00 Now Until
Christmas

NOTICE

- SEIKO
SEIKO*
- *SEIKO

FOR HIM. FOR HER.
FOR CHRISTMAS.

JEWELERS

In
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray

8EI.T0NI•8ElT0NE•BRIONE•8EITONE•8RIOWE•BRT0NI

WHEN A HEARING
A10 WILL HELP
HEARING AID'S AND HEARING TESTING EQUIPMENT IS OUR ONLY BUSINESS. SO AT BELTON'F:
WE ARE SPE.CIAI

SPECIALIST WITH
•World Wide FREI Service
• In Home Sales 8 Service
'Repairs on Alt Make Aids
Batteries to Fit ALL Aids
•FREE Hearing Testing,
'30 Day FRII Trial less cost of earmold

•Charge Ill
•Up to 1 Tsar to Pay
' •Open Every ROI
til 8:00
•Open Every Sunday
1-5

BELTONE HEARING
17.0p,,
,„,,AID SERVICE.
St

Wallis Drugs c4
Murray, Ky. 42
•
577 14_6_3
—.133.1,7072 W
_JAC BEITONf when o hearing aid will help
•
BILTONE•BUTONE•BELTONFoRRIONE•BUTONT•BELTON(• —•
Benton Ky

or

We the members of District Union
Local 221, Unit 19 of the A.M.C. & B.W. of No-rill America, AFL-CIO, employed by Ryan Milk Company,
Murray, Ky. hereby make this\protest
against the recent recommendation
to hike city sticker cost and/or any
other additional tax increase to be
placed upon the working people of
Murray. We ask all working people of
Murray to join usliiihis protest. We
feel that the burden of taxation in this
county demands, that we speak out
against such injustice. If this or any
other additional tax is placed upon us
we urge the working people of Murray
-speak:- otit.iity T_spending the'r.working dollars eTailSore. -
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